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Feb. 6,1986 
ARTHUR C. MACKINNEY: He 
hears the clock ticking on his 
.office wall, And he says he's try-
Ang to parlay his time into 
productivity. 
.Foreign T As 
To Take' 
'English Tests 
Foreign teaching assistants are 
<-an esentia I part of the teaching func-
'!ion at many universities, but they 
have drawn criticism arund the 
country because some students 
have difficulty understanding 
teaching assistants whose English 
comes as a second language. 
The Univeristy of Missouri is re-
sponding to the criticism leveled at 
~ ,ts teaching assistants by 
strengthening efforts to ensure that 
foreign TAs are well-prepared for 
teaching classes. 
"A three- pronged plan to 
~cclimate TAs to American 
language, and culture has gone into 
effect after its approval this month 
by the University's general officers. 
-'fhe policy was announced by Jay 
barton,UM vice president for 
academic affairs. and was based on 
extensive discusions with with' 
. (idm inistrators. faculty and student 
leadersfrom the four campuses, 
The new policy requires thaL 
(See "TAs," page 3 
~ 
Colleges Will 
Respond To 
udget Bill 
I" (CPS) - Colleges around the 
ocuntry still aren't sure how the\' 
will compensate for the t"ederal 
nding they' re about to lose 
ecause of the new Gramm-Rudman 
balanced budget bill. 
But more schools soon may be 
raising tu ition. increasing the 
~mount they charge students to pro-
cess student loans and intensify 
their fund raising efforts, various 
officials say. 
.. Under the law. which requires t he 
gO\'ernment to balance the federal 
budget by the start of the ne:-;t 
d'ecade. federal college funding will 
~ee "Bill," page 3 
Amoco Sets 
Cash Award 
for Teachers 
The AMOCO Foundati on is no\\" 
taking nominations for its ann ual 
Outstanding Teacher 
ard. which will be awarded to a 
faculty member this ~·ear. 
Nomination forms may be sub-
mitt-ed bv students . facult\·. 
~Qministraior s and alumni. and c~n 
b-e picked up at the information desk 
in the University Center and at the 
circulation desks of al l three librar-
.ies 
Last year's recipients of the 
a'ward were Ronald Deno\\'itz and 
Rllth Jenkins. 
Sinc e the awards· must be shared I~-v all fou r campuses in the l"l\! s)'s-
tem.l.lMSL will recieve unl,· one 
a\\'ard this year. Next year iJMSL 
will recieve t,,·o once again 
• Nominations for the $1500 a\I'ard 
See' ''Amoco,'' page 2 
Univ.ersity of Missouri-SL Louis 
MacK-nney Marks Time 
His time may be limited . but the 
priorities that face him appear 
unlimited. 
As UMSL \I'aits for the a rriva l of 
Chancellor Marguerite Ross Bar-
nett on June I " the work of Interim 
Chancellor Arthur C. Mac Kinney 
continues. 
" We have to keep all of the on-
going functi ons of lhe university. in 
tact. on-going." MacKinney said . 
MacKinney. who will be working 
with Barnett in a transitional 
capacity until she as s umes her 
duti es in Jun e. has JI.) intention uf 
being percei\'ed as a lame du ck . 
MacKinney said it is his job to 
make sure things keep running be-
tween now and June. 
" It is my job to see that everything 
Lhat needs to be done or. a dai ly basis 
in fact happens." he said, 
ACcording to MacKinney this 
work includes everthing fr um the 
triviCiI tu the important. 
Besides proceeding with a 
smooth transition between chan-
cellors. MacKinney is pushing for-
ward on some things he feels are 
importan t. 
In a report to t he Senate , MacKin-
ney outlined some of the areas he 
will be em phasizing as interim 
chancellor. 
MacKinnt>y emphasized the areas 
of unh'ersity image. developm e nt . 
budg et and programs. 
In the area of the ulliversity's 
image , MacKinlley ;s lOoking at pul-
ting into operat ion a plan that would 
emphasize the positive sidc of 
UMSL. 
"All our data indicate th at our 
image is very variable and thaI il is 
good in some quarte rs and not so 
good in others. he said." 
MacKi nney said t.hat among busi-
ness school alumni. UMSL's image · 
is very positive. 
However. he said that among SI. 
Louis County high school se niors. 
UMSL's image is variable to not as 
good 
MacKinney said over the nex t few 
\reeks. University Relations and the 
Va ri ous dean s \\'ill be working to put 
together a program that will clarify 
and con-eel UMSL's image in the 
community 
In lhe area or development. Mac-
!, inney is looking at increaSing the 
univers it~ · ·s reward system. 
He said such a reward s program 
lI'(ililrl be de s igned 1, mot il'at e staff 
See "MacKinney," page 3 
Issue 535 
MARGUERITE ROSS BAR-
NETTE: It's not a long time until 
June, the date she will arrive as 
UMSL's new chancellor. 
Transitio Period Nears Judge Clips Barber 
Steven Brawley 
managing editor 
The third interim chancellor in 
UMSL's history hears the ticking 
of the clockon his office wall , but 
is too busy . fulfilling his tem-
porary role to watch time go by. 
" My job has some limits ." 
Interim Chancellor Arthur C. 
MacKinnev said. " I know that bv 
June 1 Dr. Barnett will be 
here." 
Chancellor-elect Marguerite 
Ross Barnett will not assume her 
duties at UMSL until June . 
However, she is working closely 
with MacKinney in a 
transitional capacity. 
"We are deing quite a bit of 
communicating back and forth," 
MacKinney said. 
The chancellor'S office is 
. sending packets of information 
to Barnett on a regular basis to 
help aid in the transition. 
"We'll be talking on the phone a 
lot and will meet in person as our 
schedules permit as well," Mac-
Kinney said. 
Presently, Barnett is still vice 
chancellor for academic affairs 
at. City Un iversity of New York. 
" Sbe still has a job'," MacKin-
ney said. 
He said that she and her 
colleagues at CUNY are now in 
Albany. New York. involved with 
their budget presentations to the 
state legislature. 
UM Appropriations Up 
Gov. John Ashcroft·s recommen-
dation for the University of Mis-
souri 1986-87 general operating 
ex~nses represents a substanti I 
increase over last year's approp-
riations. but the amount still falls 
short of -lVI's request. 
Ashcroft recommended that UM 
receive $227 million for the new 
year, which represents a 6.3 percent 
increase over the 1985-86 budget. 
The recommendat io n, however. 
falls $29 million short of Ullfs 
request for $256 milli"n. 
The Coordinating Board for 
Higher Education's recommenda-
tion for $236 mi lli on is a 10.5 percen t 
increase over last year's 
appropriation. 
Ashcroft's recommend ation 
reflects almost 98 percent of the 
CBHE recommendation: he used 
the same percentage (96.75) in 
calculating recommendations for 
all of the state' s four-year 
institutions. 
The governor also recommended 
that UM receive, as part of the 
operating appropriation, $2.030 .400 
for engineering equipment. not 
qu ite half the $1,070.400 t he CBHE 
recommended as part of the state's 
capital funding for UM. 
,,] am pleased that Gov , Ashcroft 
has made a number of positive 
recommendations with regard to 
the University of Missouri," UM 
Presid t C, ct er Magrath s2id. '' If' 
the llni\' ersity 0 Missouri is to fully 
mee t its ubligation as a major force 
fo r promoting _ issouri's economic 
and social development, its base 
resources mLlst be increased," 
Magrath cite d the governor's 
endorsement of development of 
researc h parks at UMKC and near 
St. Louis. He expressed apprecia-
tion of Ashcroft's support for other 
UM programs. including: 
- The multidisciplinary Food for 
the 21st. Century project ($1.99 
million recommended by the 
governor). 
- The biotechnical programs ($ 1 
million recommended for the 
Columbia campus and $550.000 
recommended for the Rolla 
campus. 
Of the nearly S32 million the 
university requested to help fund 
programs to meet goals and objec-
tives of the long-range plan. $3.5 
million was recommended by the 
governor. 
" ] believe the cll rators' request is 
in the best interest of the state: the 
Coordinating Board for Higher 
Education's proposed ~udget moves, 
Cedric R. Anderson 
FRIENDLY ENOUGH: Kathy Osborne describes her new post as 
manager for alumni activities as "friend raising." Osborne hopes to 
tackle many of the problems qlumni face at a commuter campus 
like UMSL 
. Despite her busy schedule ., 
Barnett is scheduled to attend all 
the UM Board of Curators 
meetings being held before she 
takes office at UMSL. 
According to MacKinney, he 
and Barnett will meet at least 
once before March He said that 
Barnelt will be spending a few 
extra days at UMSL while she is 
in St. Louis for the March 
curators meeting. 
"She has a lot to learn," Mac-
Kinney said. 
As the time on both their 
clocks passes by, MacKinney 
compares the job ahead of Bar-
nett to stUdying for a Ph.D . 
oral exam. 
"She is going to have to cram 
like crazy," he said. 
Joseph S. Barr, who authorite> 
say cut the hair of almost 100 men 
from the St. Louis area in a phony re-
cruiting scheme, has been barred by 
a judge from clipping locks and 
ordered to undergo psychiatric test-
ing. the St. Louis Post-Dispatch 
repor ted. 
Approximately 20 UMSL males 
fell for Barr's scheme and had their 
hair cut. authorities said. 
SI. Louis County Circuit Court 
Judge Bernhar dt C. Drumm Jr. also 
ordered Barr to complete any treat-
men t recommended after his test-
ing. the Post-Dispatch wrote. 
Barr waived his right to a lawver 
and trial, choosing not to appea; in 
court. Barr did not object to the 
judge's orders, wbi ch came from a 
request from Peter Lumaghi, ass is-
1986-87 Reguests 
CBHE Governor's 
rt'<:ommendalion 
General operations Si 2S6.927 .lJ36 S2.~6, 'I I Y.326 5227 JQ~.216 
percentage increase' 19 .9 ~; lOY·; 6.Yk 
Higher Education l)(J() . (lOO l}(lO.OOU g l}1 J. 000 
Research Fund 1 , 1 'k I , I''; OCk 
Hospital and Clinics 19.907 .3K2 IlJ .lD lJ.I On 15.277 .822 
34.2(;(- ~q.c,.( 3'k 
Missouri Instilllte 2.340.020 2.JI ~ .\J3CJ 2.171-\.660 
of Psychiatry !O';( .L\ c" 2.-I 'k 
Missouri Kidney Program 4 . 102 .067 4.031l .556 4 ,032.434 
5.2'k 3 . 6~-( 3.4'k 
State Hi storical Society 6100411 'iR2 .225 571.672 
14,6'7c 9. N 7.4'k 
"" increases based on 1985-86 appropriations 
in tha t directIon , lh(,ugh it does not 
step fOf\I'ard as fast as we would 
prefer." lvlagra th said. 
"The universitv will continue to 
work for the cu-rators ' budgetary 
position. which outlines the s tate 
support needed for the universitv to ' 
be as effective as possible: 1 
recognize there are other key par-
tiC ipants in the approprLltion pro-
ces s. The governor. CB HE and the 
legislat ors must make their own 
judgements of what is a ppropriate 
and fisca lly r ealistic." 
House and Senate recommen-
dations wi 11 be foll owed by a juint 
legislative appropriation and the 
governor's action on the 
appropri ation . 
Friend Raising 
tant attorney state generaL 
Barr was said to have promised 
some men as much as $2,000 and a 
role in a military recruiting film for 
their locks, which he cut from a 
hotel room at the Holdiay Inn in 
North County. 
. Barr, who said he was working for 
the advertising agency in the rec-
ruitment for the military film , did 
not pay the men, suthorities told the 
Post-Dispatch. 
UMSL student Chris Sto lte, one of 
the men who allowed Barr to cut his 
hair, said he did not expect to 
receive the cash he was promised 
and that to have Barr undergo psy-
chiatric testing was " satisfying." 
See "Hair," page 5 
Daytona, 
Lauderdale 
Alter Break 
(CPS) - The capitals of spring 
break shenanigans , Daytona 
Beach and Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
- are trying to change their 
images. 
Both communities are sponsoring 
organized activities aimed at some-
how moderating student drinking 
during the spring break ivasions of 
March and April. 
" What has gone on· before was a 
Sodom and Gomorrah affair," says 
Jerry Nolan, spokesman for 
Daytona' s National Collegiate 
Sports Fes t ival, which is supposed 
to draw students into activities 
more constructive than with those 
with which Sodom. Gomorrah, 
Daytona and Fort Lauderdale 
generally are associated with, 
"The festival demonstrates we 
are getting away from lhe tarnIshed 
image of the past," he says. 
Daytona and the other vacation 
spots in Florida don't have much of a 
choice. . 
This is the first spring break dur-
ing which the state's new 21-year-
old m inimum drinking age law is in 
See "Break," page Z 
Osborn Named New Alumni Head 
Craig A Martin 
assoc. ne,·;s edItor 
- --- - -- --
While most of us are st ruggling to 
get to graduation. Kathy Osborn 
spends most of her time with those 
who have already been there. 
Osborn is the new manager of 
alumni activities for UMSL, and she 
couldn't be happier about it. 
" 1 see this as a pivotal time for the 
University and I'm really happy to 
be a part of it." said Osborn. 
Osborn describes her job here as 
"friend rais ing" , 
"My job is to make friends with 
the alumni of UMSL, and that is 
accomplished in several ways. 
she said . 
"There is an alumni board, which 
oversees all Df the alumni activities, 
but there are also alumni 
associati ons in sever al 
departments such as optometry. 
·math. english, biolo gy and the 
biggest al umni group. from the 
School of Business. 
Osborn wDrks closely with the 
members of these departmenta l 
associations and also works with 
other groups who might be in terest-
ed in forming an a lumni group. 
"It will be my job to help them 
form , and to give them 
organizational support. Because in 
a lot of cases they ',vant to form . but 
just don·t know how," she said . 
The purpose of these alumni 
groups is varied. ranging from fund 
raising to lobbying. 
,. Since there are not a (ot of social 
activities on the campus itsel f. you 
would expect that with the alumni. 
social activity is not going to be the 
center attraction, " said Osborn. 
" Due to the nature of a commuter 
campus, many of our alumni don·t 
know that many people they 
graduated with. They may know a 
few from classes. but that's about 
it ," she said . 
By having the alumni groups 
divided into sections, they hope to 
draw alumni by offering them the 
chance to associate with people of 
. See"Osborn," page 5 
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DIVING 
Joe Fortier job demands more 
ability to handle pressure than 
students undergo dUring midterm 
week. Fortier works as a high diver, 
in hopes of thrilling him crowd. 
Read about him in Features 
section. 
-----Page7 
RECORDS 
The UMSL swimming team set a 
number of pool and school records 
during a recent meet at Washington 
University. The swimmers under 
new coach Mary Liston have 
struggled past adveristy en route to 
. a promiSing season. 
-----Page9 
SPINNING 
The basketball Rivermen have 
been spinning their wheels in hopes 
of improving to .500 this season. ROD 
Porter and Dellondo Foxx, however, 
are having banner years for Coach 
Rich Meckfessel. Read about them 
in the Sports section . 
-----Page9 
• 
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Break 
from pag-.:> 1 20 different sports ranging from· 
rugby to golf. 
advantageous in (controlling) how 
students party," maintains Beverly 
Sanders of Boost Alcohol Con-
sciousness Concerning the Heaith 
of University Students (BACCHUS), 
a group that runs" alcohol aware-
ness" programs on campuses 
around the country. 
eifet, ·and rising insurance costs are 
forcing communities to find ways to 
minimize the wild partying that has 
led to injuries and even deaths in the 
p.ast. 
Four national corporali0ns -
including Walt Disney - and about 
30 Daytona businesses are support-
.ing the events. 
Nolan hopes the festival also will 
encourage more corporations to 
support intramural programs on 
campuses. Intramurals. he notes, 
can use some fund-raising help. 
Fort Lauderdale, for one, is spon· 
soring and "Olympics·' featuring 
volleyball, a tug·of·war and·various 
dance and trivia contests. 
Yet the bard-partying spring 
break tradition is still a favorite of 
some local businesses. 
City officials actively are dis· 
couraging excessive drinking, and 
have banned alcohol consumption 
on the strip along tr.e beach. 
But no one pretends the activities 
aren't intended to moderate 
revelers' drinking. 
"We hope the level of drinking 
will be lower than in the past," 
Daytona Chamber of Commerce 
representative Betty Wilson says. 
"These kids are going to come 
down, party and raise helL At least I 
hope so," says Tommy Fuguay, 
manager of The Other Place, a pop-
ular Daytona Beach club. "It's the 
only time of year we. make 
money." 
Daytona Beach hopes to attract up 
to 2D.000 students to its first 
National Collegiate Sports 
FestivaL 
Daytona also will mount a poster 
and r~dio campaign to promote sen-
sible alcohol consumption. 
Fuguay says he is more worried 
about the new 21-year-old drinking 
age slowing business tban· the 
festivaL 
The festival, scheduled for March 
8 through April 6, will feature about 
"Any planned activity wil be 
. ~ ---~ 
presents 
Movie of the Week 
Video in the Lookout 
Shows Daily 
Mon. 10:00 a. m. 
Tues. 9:00 a. m. 
Wed. 12:00 
Thurs. 2:00 p. m. 
FEB. 10th Thru Feb. 14th Fri. 1 :00 p. m. 
LOST IN.THE (JMSL ZOO? 
FIND YOUR PLACE 
WITH ALPHA XI DELTA. 
.Scholarship Programs • Friendship 
• Formals .auill Programs 
.1985 Greek Week Champions .Walkout 
.Lots More 
1 st National Pan hellenic Conference sorority 
at UMSL-Alpha Xi Delta was established on 
UMSL January 1969. 
Meet Us this Sunday, Feb. 9 
J.e. Penney Lobby 
. for a n I nformational Party 2-4 p. m. 
Call Jane at 631-6619 or Pam at 838-6985 
LOVE FOR SALE 
TWOBUCKS 
Wish Someone a Happy Valentine's Day 
with a Current L OVE J.VOTE) this special dis-
play of classifieds will be published in the 
February 13 issue of the Current. For only $2 
you can tell your sweetheart and the rest of 
the can1 pus how you feel on this special day. 
LOVE NOTES may be up to 40 words in 
length. Starting next Monday, forms and 
payment can be made at the University 
Bookstore Candy Counter in the University 
Center Lobby. LOVE NO TES must be sub-
mitted by noon Monday, Feburary 10, no 
late or phone messages can be accepted. 
~ 
P. S. Give someone your lasting love., its only 2 
bucks! 
For Afore Information Call 
You r Love B rokers 
at 553-51 75 
SORRY FOLKS, PERSONALS WILL NOT RUN FEB. 13 
-
" , ) 
·Amoco 
from page 1 crealive and im!ovative ·t~ac~ : 
interest in students including their 
are being accepted without regard careers and education and other "These kids are going to 
come down, party and raise 
hell. At least I hope so." 
to the area of speCialization. . personal and professional. ~ t 
Althought the award is for under- .attributes worthy of recognition. ' . 
graduate teaching. that term is Supporting documentation will be, 
broadly defined to include advising requested from the department Qf - Tommy Fugua 
and counseling. as well as the nominee. . - "' 
classroom performance. All full-time faculty at all ranks, 
Innovations ""rl reserch that fosler are eligible and individuals may 
good teaching are also seen as nominate more than one faculty 
relevant. . member. . 
Most of the national beer com-
panies, as well as long-time spring 
break visiting corporations like 
Playboy, plan to return to tbe area, 
too, to promote their wares. 
Those nominating must also Faculty members who have woo 
Coming, too, is Michigan inventor 
Ronald Rummell to market his new 
product: a vest allowing its wearer 
to carry six beverage containers and 
keep them cold. 
attach a letter describing why the tha award in the last seven years are 
nominee deserves the award, not eligible. Those ineligible are lis-
The committe will consider the ted on the nomination form. 
faculty membe(s classroom per- Nominations should be submitted 
formance. adviSing and student care of Candi Agnew. 401 Woods, no 
assistance outside the classroom. later than Monday March 3. 
Criminal Justice Needs You 
Graduate StUdy 
·SO~m lIiinois University-CarbondaJe has an outstanding Master's 
degr~ program to help you prepare for ~ rewarding career in 
. criminal justice. .. . 
. .. The faOJIty has a strong international reputation and is experienced . 
and learned in many aspects oftne field. .. '.. . . 
. .The OJrricuJum blends theory and practice ta form asolid professional 
and academic base. The program is kept small to aJlow individual attention 
and d~lopment. Graduate assistantships are availablefor qualified . 
. students. Women and minorities are urged to apply. 
For more information COntact: 
Prot DeDnis Anderun 
. Canter for the Study of 
-Crime, Delillqll.ncy. and Cammons 
Southem Illinois Uniyersity 
CariJondale, IL 82901 
(618) 453-5701 
·S_outhern· Illinois University at Carbond'ale, "III •. 
an equal opportU'lity/affillt~-aCtion 
educationil institution and eliA,~ 
.. _________ ..... __ ~-....... ·· _____ I ~ < ,~ ' 
'. 
Interested In Sports? 
. \ 
The CURRENT 
Is Seeking Sportswriters. 
, , 
• 
' .. 
Call Dan Noss at 553-5174 
• 
Or Visit The CURRENT 
- :" 
. , 
1 Blue Metal Office Buidling - , ( 
No Experience Necessary 
Feb. 6, 1986 
-Bill 
from page 1 
be cut by some 4.3 percent by March 
1.·1985. 
Further cuts of up to 50 percent 
will start in August. 
··There are too many unknowns. 
We don'L know what we are up 
against until we see the pres ident's 
budget .'· says Bob Aaron of the 
National Association of State 
Uriiversities and Land grant 
Colleges. 
Just the in itial 4.3 percent cut; 
h<.rwever, translates intI) a $244 
million drop in the amount of 
federal student aid monies avai l-
ab le th is spring. 
: Fu nding of the campus research 
from the departments of Energy, 
Defense, Education, Agriculture 
and Health and Human Services wi ll 
drop by s')me $450 million at the 
same time. 
Making up those kinds of losses 
worn be easy. officials say. 
Many say tuition inc reases are 
inevitable. 
At Reed College in Oregon, for 
example, 'tuition rose 8.7 percent 
last year. and "it will probably have 
to go up at least that much next 
year," say s La,rry Large, vice pres i-
dent for development and co llege 
relatrons at the school. 
inter·est earned by its endowment to 
loan to students as aid. 
But because of the huge size of the 
coming federal budget cuts, Large 
is not s ure the schOolwJl\'be able tQ 
continue meeting all student 
needs. . 
··It (Gramm-Rudman) 'Nill really 
put pressure on endowm ent an'd tui-
lion income ." Large said. 
.. We do not have the capacity to 
pick up the shortfall in federal aid 
cuts." adds Jon Cosovich, vice pres-
ident for development and com· 
munications at the. University of 
Michigan. 
As a result. "we are implementing 
plans to cut spending." he adds. 
Many s chools, other officials sav, 
ma~' have to slall fil ling vacancies 
on their staffs and on their faculties. 
raise housing fees, and even cut 
back t he number of cou rses the)' 
offe r if they' re to compensate for 
the Gramm·Rudman cuts. 
Major research schools like 
Michigan also will lose research 
funding monies it uses to maintain 
labs and pay staff. 
Cosovich adds state funding in 
Michi ga n. for one. won·t increase 
e nough to repl ace what the Gramm-
Rudman cuts will take away. 
He sees tuition hikes as inevti-
ab le. " We think there is elastic:ity 
in tn ition ." The college depends on tuition for 
about 70 to 75 percent of its 
revenues. he says. 
Reed . like m~ny other schools in 
• recent years. also has been us ing the 
And to make it easier for people to 
pay higher tuition , more schools 
may start lending parents money to 
pay for it. 
"I compared Paralegal programs . 
and chose Roosevelt" 
Lisa Larabee 
Legal Assistant 
Santa Fe Southern Pacific 
The L.~s A.s$;'Wlt Pro_ 
Rooscl'elt ~rsiry • 
430 S. Michigao A. ... . 
Q,;cago n. W60S 
.~ 
• 
. • Largest ABA-approved program in the Midwest 
• Effecti·.'e employment assistance-over 500 
employers have hired Roosevelt graduates 
• Choice of time and location-Day and evening 
classes in the Loop, Arlington Heights 
• D iversified graduate level curriculum - specialize in 
Litigation; Corporations; Estates, Trusts and Wills; 
Real Esea te; Employee Benefits Or Generilist 
• STATE GUARA..l'HEED STUDENT LOAN'S . 
For yo ur copy of the Lawyer's Assistant Catalogue 
and an invitation [0 the next information session in 
your area, write or CALL COLLECT: 
312-341-3882 
In coopc:racon...;m lli :'lJuona! C<m<r for Pa:aJegaJ TnirUng 33 
N=, ____________________________ __ 
Address _____________ _ 
City ______ S,"< ____ Zip __ _ 
HolD' Phone Business Pholl( 
GENERAL CINEMA 
CHESTERFIELD MALL 
GENERAL CINEMA 
SUNSET HILLS me ESQUIRE 
HWf. to. CI&H50N 10. 
532.0155 
., .. ClAnON RD. 
nl~ L1NDI. Al WAISON ID. 9_00 
:. Regular Engagement Starts February 14th At A Theatre Near You! 
~--~------------------------------~ 
• 
.. 
CORRENT 
TAs 
from 'page 1 
• Students for which English is a 
foreign languagemay not serve as 
graduate teaching assistants in 
tbeir first semester of enrollment at 
UM, except with the specia l permis-
sion of the chancellor. 
• all graduate students fo r whom 
English is a fo r iegn language will be 
tested for profic iency in s poke n 
English.at DO cost to the s,tudenL 
before rece iving a teaching appo int-
me nt, and 
• all graduate students new to the 
Unite d States will be given a 
cultu ral orientation before be in g 
. allowed to teach. 
Existing policy at all four cam- ' 
puse srequires perspective 
graduate students to pass a " Test of 
English as a Foreign Language," 
administered in their borne coun-
MacKinney 
from page 1 
to bring in mor e outside grants to 
the univ ersity . 
According to MacKin ney. in the 
area of the budget there is very fre-
quent activity. 
"This will not be a year of a lot of 
money," he said ... It will even at best 
be a lean 1986-87 ." 
Mac Kinney said the Governor's 
recommendations are lower than 
the House Appropriati ons Commit-
tee's recommendations for th e UM's 
genera l operat ing expenses 
budget. 
Meanwhile wh il e the legislato rs 
debate over the budget in Jefferson 
City , work has started on the 1987-38 
budget. . 
"It's hard to do thi s because \I'e 
don't know what t he 1986-87 will be 
.vet." MacKi nney said. 
He said the various deans a re 110\\· 
I\'ork ing on the appropr iat ions for 
the 1987 -88 budget. 
In the area of programs. MacKin-
ney sees the immediate priority 
being the rinalizing of the p[;m that 
would increase cooperative effurts 
tries. Th~ test, however, does not 
test oral English skills . 
The new policy is designed for 
flexibi lity. While s pecific in its 
goals, it giv es wide lat itu de.to the 
four campuses in implementing 
those goals. Eac h campus is respon-
sible for developing its own pro-
cedures for comp lying wit h the 
policy. 
Foreign graduate stUdents have 
become an integral part of the 
teach ing force at UM as well as 
many other universities. Nancy A. 
Martin, UM assistant vice president 
fo r academic affairs , says 37 1 of the 
1,82 1 TAs on all four campuses last 
year were fore ign- born. This is 
about 20 percent of the total , but the 
concen tration is much higher in 
such areas as mathematics and 
eng ineering. 
Normally, more than half the doc-
with UMSL. Harris SIOI\'e Stat e 
College and the Commun ity 
College District 
The specifics of this cooperatile 
plan lI'ill be rel'ie\I'ed by the L!l\1 
Board of Curators me~ling Ih is 
month in Columbia. 
MacKinney also II ill be working 
on a proposal that II' ould bring 
multi- ca mp us gr-aduate programs 
to the UM sys tem. 
Noll' und er rel'iew, these plans 
wou Id uff er maste rs degrees in 
nurSing and social work in a 
couperative effort between U\lSL 
and liM-Columbia. 
Also being re viewed is a proposa l 
that would develop a four- campus 
masters pr{)gram in historl. 
He emphas iz{'d that these plans 
II'en: pruposals. but have reac hed 
the rough draft stage. 
While all of these items on his 
agenda procl'l'de . :\1acKimiev \\'ill 
cunt inue to keep in touch with Ba r-
ne tt and II'i ll prepare for the annuai 
"Chanc:ell,,( s Re pn r( to the 
COmlTIli r. i t.I· ... 
.. [t looks like a busy semester." he 
said . 
MCLAUGHLIN real estate , Inc. 
3855 Lucas and Hunt Rd. SUite 218 St. Louis, Mo. 63121 
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FORMULA 
FOR 
YOUR 
FUTURE! '~ .. \. 
Your college degree plus Air Force ROTC par· 
ticipation equals a commission as an Air Force officer. 
It's our for mula for success. The Ai r Force needs 
bright young men and women who are majoring in 
many engineering and scientffic fields. 
AFROTC offers 2 throug h 4·year scholarships which 
can help offset the high costs of a college education, 
plus you'll receive $100 per academic month for living 
expenses. After graduation and comple t ion of Air 
Force ROTC, you'll be an Air Force officer with respon-
sibilities working in a high tech enviro nment with 
mo dern equipment. The Air F:lrce can pu t you and you r 
degree to good use right away.' 
Find out more about Air Force ROTC and wha t it 
holds for yo ur future by contacting: 
Lt. Gi les 
Det. 207, AF ROTC 
1 -800-851-3048 
A.{R FORCE 
HOTG , 
Gateway to a great way of life . 
toral students in engineering are 
fore ign graduate students because 
not eno ugh Americans students 
study engineering at the graduate 
level, she says. 
"Their presence is an asset 
beca use they also bring cultural 
diversity to our community, .. says 
Mart in . " and they can give under-
grad uates a valuable perspective in 
foreign language -and political 
scien'ce courses." 
Thi s ne w policy is a compromise, 
Martin s ays. It protects the rights of 
students to learn from teachers they 
can understand, wh il e allowing 
departments that rely on foreign 
TAs to continue to use those who 
prove they are profic ient in Englis h. 
The po licy cont inues to provide 
graduate st uden ts with the teaching 
page 3 
experience they need to purs ue 
academic careers. 
"We se~m to be getting a lot of ' 
agreement tbat the new policy is is 
the way to go," Ma rtin says. "The 
cu ltural orientation is as important 
as fluency in English. For example, 
in some Asian countries it is con-
. si dered rude behavior for a student 
to interrupt a teaching lecture with 
a question. Foreign TAs need to 
real ize this is a commo n acceptable 
practice in this country." 
The new pol icy is in part, a re-
sponse to legislation proposed by 
Rep. Steve Danner of Chill icothe in 
the session of t he General 
Assembly. Danner's bill wou ld give 
the state the authority to establish 
oral testing for all foreig n fac ulty at 
pllblic IIniversitie~and colleges 
NEWSBRIE S 
LeL<M., Pltiishes Politics Textbook 
Lance T. LeLoup. prufessor of political sc ience at UMSL, has ' 
published u political science lextbuok. "Politics in America: The 
.-'lbi l it~1 to Go vern." The book W ,IS published hv West Pub lishing Co. 
The text addresses predominate political · econom ic conce rns as 
\re ll as the enduring theme of go v8 rnability. Gove rna bility, the 
potential causes and consequences of institutiona l stalemate and 
the factors which. enhance or inhib it effective policy making. is 
introduced in chaptei' une and provides a theme for the entire text. 
Fellow Applications Being AACCE.:J . ... 1tE ... __ Id":! 
The Cen ter for Interna tiona l Studies is accepting a pplicu:.'.'lIs 
from LV1SL faculty members for appointments as FelJows in the 
center for the 1986-87 academi c ~·ear. 
"Iormally. Fel lows recei ve a 20 percent fulJ-time equity. a one-
year appointment. and rene,,'als are poss ible. Dead line [or all 
applications is Feb. 15. For more information call Mary Hines at 
553-:j 7~~. 
Student Awards Nominations Novv 
The DiI'ision of Student Affa irs is nOI\, accepting numinations for 
the 1986 Student Life and Student Affairs Award . 
The Student Life A\\' ard II' ill be prese nted to a member of the 
faculty. administrat ion or support s taff who has sen'ed Ul\'ISL with 
dedi ca t iun thruugh personal c(lntributions that have enhanced the 
qU<Jl it\' uf studen t life un campus. :'\omina tions are due Feb. 12 . 
Ear'h year. sel d students are re'cognized fur their signi ficant 
con t ributi llns t il th e l':\ISL l' () mll111n i t~·. pa rti cula rly in the area of 
student sen'ic 5 and actil'i t ie . Fac ul ty and staff are invited to 
n m inate s tud nt, fo r th Stud ent ."ffa irs Aw ard who are deserving 
uf such r cognit iun. Deadl ine fur ap plicati un is Feb. 7. 
F ill' Illlll' infqrm;H i(JIl 011 the. r- a \·ards. or ti) receive a nomination 
fum. cunt· ct t h Offi l' 1)1 Stu den ."t'fair s. 301 Woo ds Ha ll. ur ca ll 
~5 ::< nl. 
Joint Custody Discussion PIIn1ed 
.-'1 "Di ,cussiun on Joint CllslC'cly" will be held on Wednesday. Feb. 
19 [r lJ m 7 t tJ 9:30 p.m. in th e H'lwt l1llfll Roum uf the University Cen-
ter. The el' ening is bein . spuns" red b~' the l i:\lSL \\'omen's Center. 
Th e oi 'russiun \I-ill cuns ist nf p' nels presenting both the pros and 
cuns uf the juint cu slu d ~' is sue ,peaki ng in fa\'or of jOint custody 
\I'il l be represenali\'es of 111 tlrgan iz a li un "In the Child's Best Inte-
resl." and taking the IIPP"si ng vi t'wpuin t will be individuals from the 
lega l and mental hea lth pn, fe ssiuns . 
Following the pan el di tuSS illll. qu esti ., ns will be taken from the 
audien ce .. -'l dmission is [reI' and child ca re \I' ill be provided. Pre-
regis trat iul1 is required ur lhn',' reques ting thild care. Fur more 
inrormation ral) 55 3-5380. 
ContinJing Ed To Offer Progran 
The Con ti nuing Education ·Exten si on \\'i 11 {Iffer a Supervisory Cer-
tifica te Train ing Program F b. 4. th rou gh April 24 . from 6:30 to 9 :30 
p.m .. in the J.C. Penlley Bui lding . 
The SlI p~f\'isory Cert ificale Tr a inin g Program is designed for 
emplo~' ces \\'ho have rccentl \· been pr omoted to supervisor as we ll' 
as for:;e suned supen'isors desiring to upgrade their skil ls. 
The prllgr m in cludt's the ne west methods of select ion int erview-
ing. dele a ing eff et il' ly. cllmmunic:ating "'ith confid ence. m anag· 
ing )'ou r lime. e\' alu3ting em plL'.'· ee performance. and mutiva ting 
~' u ur \\' ork fu rce . 
The instructors ar e mem b rs of Ire SchOOl Df Business Adminis -
tration fal'ull\' and expert s [rllm bus iness and industr\'. For more 
inform at ion ca ll 553-,5961. . 
SISTERS 
OF 
THE 
\\' C' ufe a II' urld\\' ide coni mtl nil y 0 [ 
rel igious women (a il ed to reach 
I)ut tl) t hose' most deprin~d of 
hnpe an d lovE'. offering them 
reroneil iation ... \1' ith others. 
with lhem~eil·es. \."ith God. We 
sl?l'n.! ;IS social II' orkers. child care 
and i!ruu p \\' ork ers. counselors. 
; :>ar1 .:h miniS I ers. sp ecial educa-
I · ... n i :'< 'chers. psychologis ts. nur-
~ l'~. ao:r. inist rat ors. and in ot her 
]';:0):'( erl ri l'lds. 
If you fcel called tll li \c' 11 11 1 ~'" ll r (:I,r i ~ tiall \'(,cation as a religious 
I\'om~n bl' helping tr<JublE'c il'i'Il'lgeL' a,] ("m ili es i u de reillp d sense of 
self-w ort h. call or II' rile us. . 
Name 
Address 
. -- ~ ... ... 
City 
Phone No. ( 
SR. I\l<\RGCE lTE BARTLING, KG.S. 
THE SISTERS OF THE GO OD SHEPHERD 
7fi~.t ~atural Bridge Road 
St. Louis, !\IO {-i'H '2l 
(:n -1 ) :) 8 1 -:~ -100 
State Zip 
Age 
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tr A English Tests 
1 . 
I 
'Will Help Students 
. ( 
: The complaints on this 
campus wen:! beginning to be 
heard; not a vocal majority , 
:hut a select ' number of 
students - complaining of 
language barriers between 
themseNes and foreign-born 
'teaching assistants. Due in 
)lart to a more verbose outcry 
~at the University of Missouri 
• :and Missouri-Rolla, already 
:UM is beginning to take steps 
to curb the problem. 
UM has adopted a policy to 
test all foreign-born graduate 
:students in English before 
they will be allowed to act as 
;teaching assistants. The UM 
;Board of Curators will review 
~he new policy today and 
;tomorrow at their meeting 
lin Columbia. 
; The policy, a positive step 
towards mending broken 
communications between 
,TAs and students, requires: 
:unless special permission is 
:granted by the campus head, 
'graduate students whose first 
language is not English may 
not serv.e as TAs; that all 
graduate students take an 
English-proficiency test 
before serving as TAs; and 
that all gradilatestudents 
new to the U. S. take a cultural 
orientation before serving as 
a TA. 
Strengthening of the 
understanding between all 
TAs and students is an impor-
tant step. Approximately 20 
percent of all TAs in the UM 
system are foreign-born , with 
the percentage raised in such 
fields as mathematics and 
science. 
What has not blossomed 
into a major problem on this 
campus seems to draw more 
complaints from students at 
the University .of ,Missouri 
and Missouri-Rolla. For 
UMSL, perhaps the problem 
will be nipped in the bud. For 
the other UM campuses, 
perhaps what already has 
budded will not blossom. 
Maintenance Problems 
I 
lStem From Apathy 
, If this is the second semes-
I er of the 1985-86 school year, 
then this is at least the second 
hme the students of this 
~niversity have struggled to 
find parking spaces, cringed 
}'Vhen what looked like a small 
bump in the road 20 feet back 
t~rned out to be a major-sized 
'~rater just waiting for your 
front tires. . 
_ ' If this is the second semes-, 
t~, then students of this 
university . are again 
experiencing what many feel 
are exorbinant prices in the 
bookstore, poor food and high 
phces in the cafeteria. 
The ifs and thens continue, 
continously. All the hassles , 
all the pressure, all of every-
ttting that makes sonie 
students of this university 
feel like packing it'in. 
But if this is the second 
~~mester, then this is the 
semester for spring break. 
That euphoria, paradise, 
heaven of a week with no 
bassles: 
•• But ' that doesn't mean 
things will be better when one 
returns. There still will be 
parking problems, poorly 
paved parking lots , com-
plaints that students fees are 
too high, complaints that this 
is nothing more than a life of 
classes and outs ide jobs. 
For what seems like an 
eternity,' students at this 
school have complained. And 
complained. Rightly so, at 
times . 
But, here goes, most 
students are apathetic when 
it comes time for action, when 
it comes time to better 
whatever doesn't seem good 
enough. What bappens is that 
we get caught in our own 
world. We don't see the world 
of the university . 
This campus offers hun-
dreds of challenges outside of 
classroom work and outside· 
jobs. If this campus is going to 
better itself, it will start with 
the students, the "grass 
roots" of change. 
But if this is the second 
semester, spring break is 
coming, then summer, then 
what is expected to be a new 
semester, but with many of 
the same problems. It' s a dif-
ficult" decision to become 
motivated, to get involved 
with t he university, its 
causes, its spirit, its student 
government, its clu bs , and its 
pro blems. Procrastination 
may be one word to describe 
what students of this univer-
sity do when it becomes time 
to get involved. Apathy may 
be a more decisive term. 
Prices Going Down But 
I; Students Paying More 
(CPS) - Students are paying 
about seven percent more than 
they did last year to go to pu blic 
four-year colleges, a new 
accounting of state campus 
charges says. 
The report blames inflation, 
state budget cuts and legislature 
mandates for the increase. 
Education, however, is about 
the only American industry still 
raiSing its prices quickly. In 
general, prices around the coun-
try rose an average of3 .8 percent 
in 1985 verses public 
colleges'seven percent 
according to government figures 
also released last wee k. 
Public college' students' 
average tab for tuition. room and 
board jumped to $4,587 for 1985-
86 , the report by the American 
Association of State Colleges and 
Universities and the National 
Association of of State Univer-
sities and Land-Grant colleges 
. said. 
Out-oC-state residents paid 
almost $2 ,000 more than in-state 
students, wh.o spent an average 
of $3 ,621 , room and board 
accounts for $2,343 of the bill. 
As usual, tuition was t he 
fastest-growing item on 
students; bills 
In-state student tuition rose 
eight percent to $1,278, while 
non-residents paid an additional 
11 percent that brought their 
average bills to $3 ,210. 
But the increases are actually 
less than last year's, says AAS-
- CD's Gail Latour. 
" This (seven percent increase) 
. ,.isn' t at all unusual In fact , cost 
increases have been pretty sta-
ble over the few years ," she 
says. 
A number of administrators 
said slashes in state funding left 
them no choice but to raise 
money by chargeing students 
more to go to school. 
And in some cases. Latouf 
adds, state legislatures mandate 
how much tuition students pay , 
leaving administrators no 
choice. 
Although state funding for 
education increas ed 16 percent 
nationally this year, " it hasn't 
prevented a need t o' raise tui-
tion, " she explains. 
" More and more legislatures 
are targeting their approp-
riations to univ ersity programs 
that will belp the state economy, 
and that leaves less money for 
the schools' general needs." 
Faced with major decreases ill 
federal aid funding, many 
scbools raised tuition and direc-
ted the in creased revenues 
toward their ailing financial aid 
coffers. 
In addition to student aid, 
administrators also cited faculty 
salary raises, major new equip-
ment purchases and new 
academic programs as reasons 
for increasing tuition. 
Schools " in any state depend-
ing on oil revenue had it par-
ticularly rough" this last year, 
says James Ming1e, executive 
director of the Education Com-
mission of the States. 
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LETfE S TO THE EDITOR 
Current's 
Coverage 
Unfair 
Dear Edito r. 
We_ the Ass ociat ed Black 
Collegians hav.e found need tp 
express our feelings on the arti-
cle,an d edi t or ial a bout the "Bas-
ketb all brawl.·· In any situati on 
in which people are suspect of a 
wrongdoin g and the Incident is 
recorded by any t\'pe of public 
media. that media does not have 
the 9ho ice whethe r to be factua l 
and objecti\·e. but ralhe r it has 
the obligatio n to present the 
news with as much truth fu Iness 
as poss ible . These standards 
we r e not fulfilled in the Jan. 30 
issue article about t he fight at t he 
UMSL V S. SEiVIO game. 
If. as j'1'!agrath assured all a t 
the news conference for the new 
ch a n c~ llor ' that racism is ove r 
with. why have these two gen-
tlemen. Mr. Micha e l Harri s an d 
Mr. Chet J ohns on. bee n presen· 
ted in such an unjust li ght" Is it 
not the goal of' a newspaper to 
avoid 'such slanderous, one-
side'dness? 
In the Jan. 30 article ent itled 
" Two Charged With Assault In 
BrawL" not one quotation fr om 
either of the [\\'0 gentlemen were 
cited. Also in your edi to rial. you 
claimed that Mr. J ohnson and 
Mr. Harris had " ... done eno ug h 
damage .. " and [hal" Hopefull y 
both will receive ful l prosecu-
tion. ·· In response to these 
articles, we would like to offer 
Mr. Harris and Mr. J ohnson the 
same adv ice: prosecute to the 
full extent of the law. 
You als o stated. ' -You can-t 
hlame the Southeast players for 
us ing th e ir chairs as weapons 
whe n they were attacked by the 
two spectators '" Not. only is t hi s 
t , 
statement hvperbol l ·al. but a i, ,, 
an o,'erl ad"oca t ion of violen ce 
against third world people his -
torically . These men ha\'e been 
condemned before getting trials . 
In thi s co untry. as written by th e 
fou nding f<llhers. those ,,'ho ma,' 
be s uspect are supp osed to be 
inno cent until pro\'en guilty . 
It is truly a sad dav in U:\ISL 
hislon ' when th e paper of (all ~) 
the st udents willfu ll :; resorts to 
such rhetor ical slander. The 
·Associate d Bl ac k Collegians dis-
like to re sort to th is kind of criti -
ca l <l naJysis, but the \' i01alions of 
perso nal integrii~' t hat. appeared 
in the Jan . 30 paper was 
o"erwh lemingly bias ed by virt ue 
of nol representing the sides of 
e ither ,\Ir. Joh nson or \1r. 
Harr is. 
Assoc iated Black Collegians 
Astronauts' 
Sacfifices 
Remembered 
Dear Editor: 
Vigil I. Grissom. 
Edwar d H. Wh ite. 
Roger B. Chaffee. 
Killed when fire engul fe d the 
Apo llo I module on the .launch 
pad during a rou tine test. Jan . 
27,1967 . 
Vladimir M. Komaro\, . 
Kill ed when Soyuz I crashed to 
the ground after re-e ntry, April 
23 . 1967 . 
Geo r gi T. Dobrovolsky. 
Vlad islav N. Volkuv 
Vic tor 1. P al.sayev . 
All died during re-en t ry of 
Soyuz II due to the loss of pre-
ssurizatiun. June 30. 1971. 
Francis R Scobee, 
Michael J. Smith. 
Jud ith Resnik . 
Ronald E. McNair. 
Ellison S .. On iz uka. 
Gregory B. J an·i s. 
Christa MC_-'ouliffe . 
.-'oll perished aft er an explos ion 
des t ro\'ed the space shuttle 
Challenger shortl~· after the 
1. un eh 1) [ the mission, Jan. 28. 
1986 . 
Th ese 14 men and women. 
Sn,' jc t and American. cos-
m onau ts and as tron au ts. a ll sac-
rifi ced th e ir li\'e in an attempt 
to learn mo re about our uni ,·erse. 
It is in t il e in fi ni te t hat is space 
thal pn:)\' es [I) LIS what a fini t e 
entit'· m an really is. 
John Tucci 
TV Programs 
Cosmically 
Interrupted 
Dear Editor: 
\'o"age r 2 photos from Uranus 
hav e bee n ca lled "mind-
b! O\\ing." It seems rather 
s tra nge th"t an incident that took 
place on a Sat urday nigh t. Nov. 
26 . 1971. the same vear that 
\'o~'age r 2 \"as launched. has 
ne\'er been like'\'is e cal led 
"m ind -blowi ng" 
This incident tonk place in 
southern Englan d and wasrepor-
ted by all ne\\' s media in the 
"·orld. To date. no explanation 
has e\'e rbeen made as toju st how 
it happened, nor has any denial 
been made that it did ha·ppen. 
On the night in question. 
tel evision broad cast ing was 
interru pted for three minutes bv 
a \"(Jice claiming to come from a 
ga lactiC' tral'e ler on a planet 
called Asteran and it to ld we peo-
ple on Earth that we must des-
tr oy all of our weapon s of ev il and 
li,'e together in peace. or leaye 
the galaxy. 
E lmer N. Stuetzer 
CURRENT 
University of Missouri-St Louis 
·1 Blue Metal Office Building 
8001 Natural Bridge Road 
St Louis, Mo. 63121 
"Phone: (314) 553-5174 
The Current is published weekly 
on Thursdays. Advertising rates 
are available upon request by con- . 
tacting the Current Business Office at 
(314) 553-5175. Space reser-
vations for advertisements must 
be received by noon Monday prior 
to the date of publication. 
The Current, financed in part by 
student activities fees, is not an 
official publication of the University 
of Missouri. The univers ityis not re-
sponsible for the Currenf s con-
tents and policies. 
Edrtorials expressed in the paper 
reflect the opinion of the editorial 
sta ff. Articles labeled "commen-
tary" or "column" are the opinion of 
the individual writer. 
Copyright by the Current, 1986 
.All materials contained within this 
issue are the property of the Cur-
rent and can not be reproduced or 
reprinted without the expressed 
written consent of the Current and 
its staff. 
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Letters Policy 
- The Current welcomes all letters 
to the editor. The writer's student 
number and phone number must 
be included. Non-stude nts a lso 
must sign their letters, but only 
need to add their phone number. 
Letters should be not more than 
two typed pages in length. 
No unsigned letters will be 
published. Names for published 
letters wi ll be withheld upon re-
quest, bu t I,etters with which the 
writer's. name is published will 
receive first preference. 
, Responsibility for letters to the 
editor belongs to the individual 
writer. The Current is not responsi-
ble forcontroversial material in the 
letters, but maintains the right to 
refuse publication of letters judged 
by the editorial staff to be in poor 
taste. No letters with libelous 
material will be published Letters 
may be edited for space limrtations. 
Letters may be ' dropped off at 
the Current offices, 1 Blue Metal . 
Office Building, or the University' 
'Center Information Desk They 
may also be mailed to Letters to 
the Editor, Current, 1 Blue Metal 
Office Building, 8001 Natural Bridge 
Road, St Louis, Mo~ 63121. 
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Hair 
from page 1. 
Stolte said there has been no 
mot ive for Barr to cut men's hair in 
promise of cash that he can't 
• deliver , 
• Barr had told the men that lie was 
r epresenting Batten, Barton, 
,Dufstine & Osborne a New York a~evertising agency: and' that he 
~\las tryil)g to land a military project 
'worth millions. Some men received 
~i-ew cuts from Barr, while others 
received cuts not quite so short in 
~ ~ngth . 
• 
Barr. 43, who lives in the >4300 
block of Grundy Drive of Bridgeton, 
had given haircuts to about 30 men 
in 1983 and 1984, the Post-Dispatch 
reported. Some were promised a 
chance to appear in a movie with 
Harrison Ford and Jane Fonda. 
Some got paid after a period of wait-
ing, but never appeared in a 
movie. 
Stolte said that Barr made the 
deal sound almost too good to be 
true, but that he "didn't appear as a 
con man. We were looking for 
that. ., 
I from page 1 
the same interest and talents. 
"Meeting people in your field is 
not only Interesting, but can also 
prove helpful toward career goals,'" 
said Osborn . 
Alumni groups are also active in 
state politics, sending groups on a 
regular basis to Jefferson City to 
· lobby for favorable legislation for 
the entire UM system. 
The funds raised by the alumni 
groups are channeled into their 
specific area of interest in the 
University. 
"The $15 fee collected from the ' 
alumni is divided between the 
alumni organization that collected 
it, and the departinent it rep-
resents'- ' she said. 
The alumni organization uses the 
Iry DairLi Queen 
ee 
. Dairy Queen of Cool Valley is offering a 
1 0% discount 
to all. all UMS st dents 
Present your UMSL identification card before ordering. Discount offer only vaild at . 
1326 South Aorissant Rd. and not with any other discount Or offer. 
"FIX is the top thriller of many a month,breathtaking,exciting, 
exhilarating, and ... rocketing Bryan Brown to top stardom." 
Judith Crist, WOR·TV 
"The most dazzling thriller of the new year with heart pounding 
action that doesn't let up. Don't miss it!" 
Michael Medved, SNEAK PREVIEWS 
; '. 
" 
money to maintain the group and to 
pay the tab for the various functions 
it may have fOF its members. 
The dt!partment uses the- money 
for new programs, eqUipment and 
other needs as it sees fit. 
Osborn noted that the largest 
amount of money for the alumni 
association comes from private 
donations. 
But what does an alumni get for 
$15? 
"I suppose the biggest thing most 
alumni join for , especially the busi-
ness alumni, is the networking. 
Interacting with other graduates 
who are in the same field as you is a 
great way to meet people," said 
Osborn. 
Alumni association members will 
also recieve UMSL magazine, which 
contains information about the 
Uni versi ty in general and also infor-
mation about alumni, said Osborn. 
"Right now you also recieve a dis-
count on the use of the facilities 
here on campus, including the pool, 
the weight room,. the raquetball 
courts, etc.," said Osborn. 
For an 'additional $10 per 'year, 
alumni can use the campus librar-
ies. 
"Other benefits include movies 
and lectures on campus, which are 
available at a discount rate for 
alumni," she said. 
Osborn, calling herself the '·typi-
cal" UMSL graduate, worked her 
way through college, and real !zes 
the problems that arise in that 
situation. 
"Many of the .people who 
graduated from UMSL worked their 
way through schooLSo now when it 
comes time to help those who are 
still in school, they remember how 
tough it was and they help if they 
can," said Osborn . 
"I see the Alumni Asociation as a 
way the University can say to the 
alumni 'Hey, you're important to 
us '. I think that's great," she said. 
PROJECT PHiliP 
The Bible Solves all your probJems 
when all things and friends fail you 
We offer a'free Bible and Correspondence 
course to all students. Free postage. 
Write to: Project Philip - College Campus 
P.o. Box 1.1301, Clayton P.o. 
St. Louis, MO 63105 
FREE TESTING & COUNSELING: TUES, THRU SAT. 
• Abortion Servcies • Tubal Sterilization 
.• Community Education Programs 
• Licensed. Non'profit • Board certified Doctors 
• Two locations 
reprOductive 
health services 367-0300 
Debate Team 
Takes· Rrst; 
Beats 25 
. 
" 
, ... 
The UMSL debate team won 
first place over 25 schools at the _ 
Saluki Debate Tournament helq · 
last weekend at Southern Illinois. 
University in Carbondale, IlL 
UMSL won the first place 
sweepstakes with 105 pants , 50 ' 
more than second place 
Oklahoma Christian College. 
The field included teams from 
Wheaton College, . Vanderbilt 
.~ niveristy, Kansas State Univer- . 
sity. Oklahoma University. 
Chicago Loyola, Air Force, and 
Washington Universit:i 
In varisty debate, ttle UMSL' 
leam of Darrell Farhat and~ 
Helaine Henning qualified for 
octafinals , where they bowed to 
Air Force on a 2 to k de cision. 
Meanwhile, John I'{ancock and 
Bryan Ford finished the pre-
liminary rounds rounds with a 6· 
to 0 record , qualifying for· 
octafinals where they beat' 
Wheaton Coll ege on a 3 to O · 
decision . 
In quarterfinals, Hancock and· . 
Ford lost on account of a 2 to r 
dec ision by Chicago Loyola . Ford 
finished top sp eaker among the 
58 in his division ; Hancock, 
finished second. 
In novice debate , the UMSL . 
team of John Wright and Mark' 
Haynes took first place honors ' 
among the 16 t eams in their divi-' 
sion. In quart erfinals , they 
defeated t he University of: 
Illinois 2 to 1 to ad vance to 
semifinals . 
In semifinals , Wright and. 
Haynes beat Arkansas State on; 
another 2 to I decision and thent 
advanced to finals beating Van-
derbilt University by a 3 to 0 
decision. Haynes was awrded .. 
second speaker among the 32 in, 
his division. 
Debale Team coach Tom Pres- · 
ton said he was pleased with the ' 
squads perform ance. • 
. : l 
~****************************************************~ 
. . *' 
* ~ ! * ! Amoco Outstanding Teaching Awards :. 
; For Excellence In Undergraduate Teaching ~ 
* * 
* w 
; Nomination Forms And Eligibility Criteria ~: 
* Are Available At The *-
; University Center Information Desk And : 
* The Circulation Desks Of All *. ! Campus Libraries !~ 
* * 
* ~ * Deadline: Monday, March 3, 1986 * 
* * 
* * * ~ ~***************************************************~; 
~~~MMIT 
~M~W{;A~[ 
Featuring 
The local comedians: 
Steve Spring 
Kevin Walsh 
Joe Marlotte 
Michael Smith 
Dave Parker 
Fri. Feb. 7th 
8:00pm 
Summit Lounge 
$2 UMSL Students 
$3 Fac./Staff 
$4 Genera l Public 
Tickets available at the door 
Presented by the 
University Program Board & 
around UMSL 
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7 Friday 
' . Last day any student may 
drop a course or withdraw from 
school without receiving grades. 
Also, the last day any student 
may place a course on a 
sa tisfacto ry / u nsa t isfacto ry 
·basis. 
• The UMSL Jewish Student 
Union will sponsor talks by 
Rabbi Lawrence Kosher today 
through Sunday at the Hillel 
House, 6300 Forsyth. For more 
information, call 726-6177. 
8 Saturday 
• Women's Basketball vs, Lin-
coln at 5:30 p.m. in the Mark 
Twain Building. Admission is free 
to all UMSL students. For more 
information, call 553-5641 . 
• Men's Basketball vs. lincoln 
at 7:30 p,m. in the Mark Twain 
Building. 
Match-Up: The UMSL Riverwomen will take on lincoln University 
Saturday night. 
9 Sunday 
• A "Valentine's Day Special" 
will be the first segment in 
KWM U's program, "C reative 
Aging," aired every Sunday 
from 7 to 8 p.m. Ann Rezentes 
and Clark McMillion, lecturers in 
the UMSL speech department, 
and selected students majoring 
in speech communications will 
review their experiences with 
Valentine's Day. 
how they found the valent ine 
they married. This segment is a 
re-run from Feb. 13, 1983. 
Later in the hour, twelve volun-
teers from the Creative Aging 
re t iree staff will tell stories of 
• The Newman House is host-
ing a free get-acquainted din-
ner at 5:30 p.m. in the Newman 
House, 8200 Natural Bridge Rd. 
for any student interested in 
learning more about the com-
munity there. Mass w ill follow at 
8 p.m. For more information, call 
Corky Kempf or Fr. Bill Lyons at 
.385-3455. 
calendar 
requirements--
• Material for "around UMSL" 
should be submitted in writing no 
later than 3 p.m. Thursday of the 
week before publication to Jan 
Braton, around UMSL editor, 
Current, 1 Blue Metal O!fice 
Bui ld ing, 8001 Natural Bridge 
Road, St. Louis, Mo. 63121. 
Material may be edited or 
excluded to satis fy conteni 
requirements. 
classifieds 
Help Wanted 
Models wanted lor Hair-
cu tting Classes. Call 739-
1217. 
Models lor Figu re Drawing 
Classes, day and evening 
hours. Florissant Valey 
Community College Arts 
Dept. $6.52/hr. Call 595-
4376. 
Student s ta ff wanted lor 
the Inlormation Desk in 
the U ni'lersity Center. 
Applications are available 
in Room 267 at the Univer-
Sity Center. 
Part-t ime Full·time. We 
offer: Income opportun ity 
up to S300/ week. Flexible 
schedul ing. Three con-
venient locations. Full 
compa ny train ing. We are 
a company committed to 
growth and excellence in 
our field. If you enjoy talk-
ing on the phone and want 
a position to grow with, call 
344-9000, 394-9000 or 
946-4200. 
Management Training: 
Future college graduates 
are needed to perform 
executive level duties in 
purchasing, inventory con-
trol, linance, audit, retail 
managemen~ computer 
systems and other 
management areas. A 
degree in one 01 the 
lollowing disciplines is 
preferred: Accounting, 
Banking, Business 
Administration and Com-
puter Systems. Position 
oflers a commission as an 
oflicer in the U.S. Navy. 
Many fringe benelits. 
Guaranteed travel. 
Generous salar/. No expe-
r,ence necessary. Call toll 
free, 1-800-446-6289 
Mon· Wed, 9 a.m. to 3 
p.m. 
Part time work, 22 Hrs/wK. 
Work afternoons Mon-Fri, 
12:30-5 p.m. Non-Smoker, 
Dependable. Will train for 
product ion wood working. 
Starting wage $3.35 per 
. hour. 522-1600. Call after 
1 p.rn. 
A mature, dependable 
individual who enjoys art 
or has an art/cralts back, 
ground. Must be willing to 
work one evening a week. 
some Saturdays, and able 
to work parts of most 
weekdays. Commitment to 
this part-time position 
must be for at least one to 
two years year-round. Call 
434-8333. Ask for Jill. 
The Navy ne'eds qual ified 
nuclear reactor operators/ 
managers. Minimum 
requirements: Bac· 
calaureate degree in 
engineering, math, 
physics or hard sciences. 
Graduate level train ing 
provided, competitive 
salaries and benefits and 
bonuses. Call Naval 
Management Programs at 
1-800-446-6289 . . 
For Sale 
Vacuume cleaner with 
a"achmen~ and 
decorator storage box, 25. 
Like new. Call 862-3616. 
Set of 4 tires P205/75 
R14. "Centennial" Steel-
Belted Radials lor $75. 
Negotiable. Call Gerry al 
631-0765. 
CABLETV, 50 CHANNELS 
ONLY. $10AO/month! If 
you live in the lollowing zip 
codes: 631 21 ,63 1 33, 
63134, 63135 or 63136, 
you may be eligib le lor th is 
. special ofler! Call Jefi at 
524-6880 or 993-6156 
(after 5) to see il you 
quali fy. 
Apple IIC, mon itor and 
stand, Carrying case 
included. Used only a few 
times lor demo purposes. 
Excellent condition. $650. 
Call Paul at 831-4694 
evenings. 
US Robotics Modem/ 
1200 Baud in good condi-
tion. Ca1l838-4219 before 
5 PM Monday thru Friday. 
Call 83 1-661 6 after 5 PM 
and on weekends. Ask for 
Rene. 
Double' waterbed with 
Irame, pedistle, heater and 
padded sides. S 1 00 or 
best oller. Catl 862-3616. 
Beer can collection or any 
mem bers thereof. We wish 
to liquidate and clear ouL 
Call now 838-4219 or 
83 1-6616. 
"FUNKY PUNK" tm 
JEWELRY Feather and 
beaded earrings-similar to 
those worn by rock stars. 
S1 0 includes postage and 
handling. Allow 4 weeks 
delivery. NO Enterprises, 
Inc., PO Box 26155, St. 
Lou is, MO 63136 
Miscellaneous 
Let your Sweetheart know 
how you feel with a Giant 
Custom-Made Banner' 
Your choice 01 message, 
graphiC, ink color and 
paper color, lor only S6. 
Order your custom banner 
or choose from our ready-
made banners now ava il-
able at ' the UMSL 
Bookstore. 
Money For Graduate 
SChool. Call Dr. D.H. Jones, 
Rodeway Inn at the airport, 
427-5955, Sun and Mon, 
Feb. 10·11 for 
information. 
Typing/ Wordprocessing: 
Give all your papers that 
"prolessional, polished" 
look fo, a VERY reason-
able price Irom handwrit-
ten copy or tape. Located 
in Belnor. See Debbie 9:30 
am.-3 p.m. Mon-Fri at 
8451 Natural Bridge (385-
1051 ) or call 389-3564 
after ' 3 p.m. and 
weekends. 
"Can't afford a trip to 
Sprir19 break? Want to win 
one? Enter the NESTLE 
QUICK SPRING BREAK 
'86 CHALLENGE and win 
al l-expense paid trips to 
Daytona Beach for up to 
24, or S 10,000 cash!! Call 
toll free 1-8oo-N ESTLE-l 
for info. 
---~111 1~_T_u_e_Sd_a .... y
• Horizons wjll sponsor a 
three-part series on "Career 
Exploration" Feb. 11,18 and 25 
from 1 to 2 p.m. in Room 427 
SSB, Individual interest testing, 
career counseling and a variety 
of career materials will be avail-
able. To pre-register, call 553-
5711. . 
• The UMSL Continuing 
Education-Extension will offer 
a class on "Coping With Oif· 
ficu It People" on Tuesdays, 
Feb. 11 and Feb. 18. from 7 to 
9:30 p.m. at the St. Louis County 
Library Headquarters, 1640 S. 
Lindbergh_ This course is 
designed to help participants 
improve their interaction with 
others. Participants will learn to 
deal more effectively with angry, 
selfish, aggressive, detached or 
otherwise difficult individuals. 
For more information, call 553-
5511 . 
----~11 21 wedneSday , 
Sea rch ing: An U MSL student looks through LU tv,: N, the library's on-
line catalog system. • The UMSL Jewish Student Union will sponsor a wine and 
cheese party from 2 to 4 p.m. in 
Room 126 University Center. 
The party will feature a discus-
sion by Norman Flax, chairper-
son of the U MSL social work 
department, and Rabbi Devorah 
Jacobson, associate executive 
director of the Hillel Foundation, 
on "The Jewish Family." The talk 
will cover the psychological 
dynamics and soc iological 
trends of the Jewish family in the 
20th century. For more informa-
tion, call 726-6177. 
• "Torture as Reform in 
Criminal Cases" will be the l 
topiC of an UMSL Philosophy 
Club meeting at 1 p.m. in Room 
-----......(1 1 all--_M_o_n_da.....:"y 551 Lucas Hall. 
• The Newman House will 
sponsor Ash Wednesday 
Masses at 10 a.m., 11 a.m. and 
noon in Room 126 J.C. Penney 
Building. In the evening, a 
Penance Service will be held at 
7:30 at the Newman House in 
preparation for the season of 
Lenl For more information, call 
385-3455. 
• The UMSL Counseling Ser-
vice will sponsor a workshop on 
" H ow to Ta ke a Test" from 1 to 
2:30 p.m. in Room 427 SSB. Par-
tic ipants will learn how to raise 
their test grades by learning 
some test taking techniques. For 
more inFormation, call 553-
5711 . 
information, call 553-5961. 
• The Thomas Jefferson li-
brary will offer 20-minute orien-
tations to the library's new online 
catalog, LUMIN, from Feb. 10 
through 14 at 2 ' p.m. in the 
reference department. Anyone 
unable to attend at these times, 
contact the reference depart-
ment at 553-5060 for other 
arrangements. 
• The UMSL Baseball Team 
will sponsor a "Factory Outlet 
T-ShirtSale" Feb. 10, 11 and 12 
from 9 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. in the 
University Center. The shirts, 
marked 40% to 60% off normal 
retail prices, will be from different 
colleges, universities and pro-
fessional sports teams. 
Hawaiian shirts will also be 
available. 
• The UMSL Intramural Coed 
Volleyball League will begin 
today at 7 p.m. in the Mark Twain 
Gym. For more information, call 
the Intramural Office at 553-
5125. 
• "Allies of the Women's 
Movement" will be the topic of a 
"Monday Colloquia in Social 
Science Research" from 2 to 
3:30 p.m. in the McDonnell Con-
ference Room, 331 SSB. Susan 
Hartmann, an UMSL professor of 
history and coordinator of 
U MS L's Women's Stud ies Pro-
gram, will speak on the male 
dominated organizations that 
have been working with th e 
women's movement. Students 
are welcome and refreshments 
w ill be served. 
• This is the last ,day to siQn up 
for the UMSL Intramural One-
Week Racquetball Tourna-
ment to be held Feb. 17-22 in the 
Mark Twain Building racquetball 
courts. This tournament will 
included the following divisions: 
Men's, Women's, Singles A and 
B, and Doubles. To enter, drop by 
the UMSL intramural depart-
ment, 203 Mark Twain Building, 
• The UMSLAssociated Black 
Collegjans will present 
"African History-The 
• The UMSL Contjnuing 
Education-Extension will offer 
a course on "Economic Issues 
for the School Curriculum: 
Struggle Continues" which will 
include four weeks of activities. 
Topics will include South Africa, 
the struggle of women and his-
torical perspectives on Malcolm 
X. The Farm Problem" on Mon-
days, Feb. 10 through Marc h 10, 
5 to 8:10p.m. This one credit 
hour course is designed for 
elementary and secondary 
teachers of social studies. The 
course wi ll integrate a study of 
economics with a study of the 
current status of the farming 
industry. The registration fee is 
$26.73 for graduate students 
and $22.1 0 for undergraduate or 
auditing students. For more 
Today at noon, the All African 
Peoples Revolutionary Party Will 
present " Generations of Resis-
tance," a film on the plight o f 
South Africans. 
Need help deciding on a 
career'? or are you ready to 
enter the job market? 
Come to our Career 
Explorat ion Workshop on 
Feb. 11 from 1 to 2 p.m., 
and join us for our Resume 
Writing Workshop on Feb. 
13 from 2 to 3 p.m. Call us 
at Horizons, 553-5730, or 
drop by Room 427 SSB 
to reg ister. 
Xerox copies available at 
100 per copy in Student. 
Activities, 267 (272A) 
University Center. 
Excellent quality. Other 
lea tures: enlargements 
and reductions; red ink; 
and 11 in. by 17 in. paper 
(at slightly increased cost). 
Immediate service. Art 
layouts take two days. 
Bring in your ads, notes, 
resumes, forms, reports, 
paper assignments, etc. 
SPRING BREAK on the 
beach at South Padre 
Istand, Daytonil Beach, 
Fort Lauderdale, Fort 
Walton Beach or Musta ng 
Island/ Port Aransas Irom 
only S89: and skii ng at 
Steamboat or Vail from 
only S86' Deluxe lodging, 
parties, goodie bags, 
more... Hurry, call Sun-
chase Tours for more inlor· 
ation and reservations toll 
free 1·800·321 -59 11 
TODAY! When your Spring 
Break counts ... count on 
Sunchase. 
"YCCOM" You Can Count 
On Me Home Develop-
ment Center for ch ildren 
up to 5 years old. 3 miles 
north of campus. Available 
day hours. Call me and 
lers talk about your child 
and my ideas. Shari at 521· 
6820. 
$10-$360 Weekly/Up 
Mailing Circulars! No 
quotas' Sincerely interest· 
ed rush self-addressed 
envelope to: Success, PO 
Box 470 CEG, Woodstock, 
IL 60098. 
Typing/Word Processing. 
All academic and business 
applications accepted. A 
perfect original every time. 
Reasonably priced. West 
County location. Call 
Karen at 394·8909. 
On Februrary 12 at noon, 
Duma Ndlovu of the Black Con-
sc iousness Movement of Azania, 
South Africa, will speak on the 
African resistance struggle, For 
more information, call 553-
5731. 
Male UMSL student Irom 
Creve Coeu r-Chesterfield 
area wants to carpool to 
school. Will offer or accept 
ride sharing, gas. Call any-
time 434-6073. 
Personals 
Gregory B. JarviS, Christa 
McAulifle, Ronald E. 
McNair, Ellison S. 
Onizuka, Judith Resnik, 
Frances R. Scobee, 
Michael J. Smith. God 
Bless the sou ls of 
Challenge~s crew. 
Chris of PSE, 
We hear Dr. Ruth wants 
you bad' Is it true that it's 
always hot at night when 
you're around? If that's the 
case, step aside Dr. Ruth 
and don't keep Cris to 
you rsell! 
A Passionate Lover. 
Crossroads: seminar in life 
choices. FREE' 
Topics include "Life as a 
Journey/ Growth", 
" Int imate Rela tionships", 
and others. Sat. and Sun., 
Feb. 15-16. Call UMSL 
Newman House at 385-
3455. 
To the girls in Primitive! 
Tribal Arts, Tues., Thurs. at 
11 AM-1 2: 15. After the 
first day of class my friend 
and I are looking forward 
to exchanging glances 
with you exceptionally, 
marvellous ladies. See you 
in class. 
"The Lookers" 
BABE, 
Just wanted you to know 
that I love going to school 
with you. So, even though 
things have started of! 
badly this semester, smile 
and be happy because I'm 
always here for you. I love 
you' 
DOLL 
Congratulations 10 the 
University Garners 
on winning 112 games 
lrom Games Magazine, 
and at the beginning of 
the il 10th year 
anniversaryl 
Mike, 
How's your Kelly girl? 
Happy 21 st Bi rthday 
Shawn! 
I can't wait until SundaY! 
Help' 
Two more people, guy or 
girl, needed to fill out car-
pool. Must have own car. 
Ride originates from 
Brentwood. Litsinger and 
Brentwood Blvd. Hours, 9 
till 2 MWF. For more info. 
call Mark at 968-0998 or 
Steve at 968-3324. 
Trailblazers, 
Jesus is alive in 1986! 
" Restoring your rights" is 
going to be a blasL 
Remember that God is for 
us in every situation. See 
you at Young Adults. 
Joe 
Woufd you like to learn 
more about Zeta Tau 
Alpha, the best sorority on 
campus? Informal rush is 
happening NOW! Call 
lorna at 831-2128 and 
lind out how you too can 
be a Zeta 
The 3 Alpha MU's, 
You're back and better . 
than ever. You're " project" 
was as ha rd as a rock' 
Congratulations! 
Xi Love, Speed Racer 
Jane, 
I hope you start to feel hap-
pier! We atl still love you! 
Xi Love, Kim 
Pam, 
Congratulations on initia-
tion! I hope you like Alpha 
Xi! 
Xi Love, your Rosebuddy, 
Kim 
To the Alpha Mu pledged 
members: 
Good luck with grades. 
You' ll all make the dean's 
list this semester,l'm sure. 
Xi Love, Brenda 
Want to be a part of the 
best sorority on campus? 
GO ZTA ZETA Tau Alpha 
emphasizes scholarship, 
sisterhood, . and self 
improvement. To learn 
more, please contact 
Lorna at 831-2128. . 
Dear Anne, 
Good luck this semester. 
The dean's list is in sight' 
Xi Love, your Big Sister 
• "Economic Issues for the 
School Curriculum: The St. 
Louis Economy" will be the 
topic of an UMSL Continuinq 
Education-Extension course 
on Wednesdays, Feb. 12 through 
April 30, from 5 to 8:10 p.m. This 
three cr"1dit hour course is 
designed for middle school and 
secondary teachers of social 
studies. Basic economic con-
cepts w i ll be discussed as they 
relate to the growth of SI. Louis 
from a Ju r-trading outpost to a 
major metropoliS. A trip to St. 
Louis Union Station will be 
included forthe discussion of the 
economic effects of revitaliza-
tion. The registration fee is 
$80.19 for graduate students 
and $66.29 for undergraduate or 
auditing students. For more 
information, cal l 553-5961 . 
• "Non-SexistChiid Rearing" 
will be the topic of an UMSL 
Women's Center seminar from 
noon to 1 p.m. in Room 107 A 
Benton Hall. Deb Holmes, 
prinCipal of Jackso n Park 
Eleme ntary School, will discuss 
the impact of sex-role stereotyp-
ing on children. For more infor-
mation, calf 553-538 0. 
• The UMSL Women's Tennis ' 
Team will hold an 
organizational meeting at3 :15 
p.m. in Room 219 Mark Twain 
Building. All full-time female 
students interested in trying out 
for the team or learning more 
about it are asked to attend this 
meeting. Contact Coach Pam 
Steinmetz in Room 203 Mark 
Twain Building for additional 
information or call 553-5123. 
________ ~11 __ ~--T-h-u-rS-d-a~y 
• The UMSL "Restoring Your 
Rig hts" g roup will celebrate 
Valentine's Day with a seminar 
• The University Program 
Board will present the film "The 
Promise" today at 5 and 7:30 
p.m. and tomorrow at7:30 and 1 0 
p.m. inthe MariliacAuditorium on 
the South campus. Admission is 
~1 for students with a valid 
UMSL 10. 
on "The Love of God" at 12:30 .. 
p.m. in Room ,75 J.C. Penney 
Building. 
• A workshop on resume writ-
ing will be offered by Horizons 
from 2 to 3 p.m. in Room 427 
SSB, PartiCipants will learn the 
basics of writing a successful 
resume. To pre-register, call 
553-5711 . 
• The UMSL Women's Center 
will sponsor a talk on "Legal " 
'Issues in the Work Place" from 
12:15 to 1:15 p.m. in Room 107A 
Benton Hall. Attorney Arlene 
Zarenbka will discuss the unique ,1 
difficulties that can confrqnt 
.women on the job. For more 
information, call 553-5380. 
Gary, 
(you luscious hunk of male 
flesh), I waited and waited, 
but alas, my eyes were not 
entreated by the vis ion of 
your glorious form! I am 
heartbro ken. Please tell 
me what went wrong' I 
eagerly await your 
response. 
DIH 
Desperately seeking 
gorgeous men!! 
SAS 
Marty, 
Hi, Bud! Since when did 
you come back to school? 
Give me a call sometime 
and we can rehash old 
memories. 
Love, Sheri 
Jackie, 
In itiation is getting close' I 
.can't wait til you become a 
permanent part of the AZ 
fami ly & tearn our small 
fami ly's initiation tradition. 
Love ya, 
AZ Mom 
Kathy, 
You did the impossible! 
You made 3 semesters of 
Fren ch bearable! Not talk-
ing to you almost makes 
me miss French class. 
Thanks for being a great 
friend. Merci, mon amie! 
Diane 
Alpha Xi Delta is having 
rush parties for UMSL 
women interested in mak· 
ing new friends, having' 
RB and GR, ' fun, and joining the best 
(The last of the greek sorority on campus! 
endangered species). See our ad on page two' 
Sorry I destroyed the film, Alpha Xi is the way to be' 
but there are certa in 
aspects of myself I don't 
want scrutinized tha t 
closely! I guess memory 
will have to do! (Care for a 
refresher course?) 
"Juls" ss 
Hi;remember us from the 
Lake of the Ozarks last 
summer'? We've seen your 
truck around carilpusa lew 
times. Stop and talk 10 us' 
Look for .a blue '66 Mus-
tang or a red '67 
Mustang. 
Rob and 'Gary 
SS, 
Ifs been fu n riding in with 
you. (When you show up). 
We'll have to get together 
sometime and see the pic' 
tures of December 17th. 
I' ll visit you sometime 
when you' re "At Work", at 
the hotel. 
Skippy 
To: The young man I see in 
passing on MWF. 
I'd really like to know your 
name. Why don' t we get 
together sometime and 
say more than "hello". 
From: 
The Girl From General 
Psych. 
The official countdown to 
sun and fun is50 days. The 
Pike Irip is the only trip, so 
don't be left out in the 
COld. 
D.esperately seeking Lisa 
Dear Joe, Larry, Joe, Darin 
and Beth, 
It was great to see you at 
the Restoring Your Rights 
meeting last Thursday! It's 
so much fun to live for 
Jesus and to be a part of 
His family with you! 
Kelly 
Debbie and Lisa 
Are you ready for 
Daytona? Can I help you 
two use your hottub? I'll 
trade two massages for 
the privi lege! 
Ronn 
Fast Fingers, 
I think if we stick together 
we'll make it. Hang loose 
and keep your hands 
ready at all times. 
Always, P5000D 
Bilt, 
How o ld are 'you? That 
much? 
Feb. 28, Bill" Slick." and his 
moustache will be 25. 
'That's a whole quarter 
century! 
Angie, 
Congrats. You are finally a 
Zeta I am so proud 01 you. 
Zeta love, 
Mom 
Kevin and Angie, 
We all miss you' Come and 
visit us sometime. You 
know where we are. 
The Un iversity Center 
Committee 
Terri, 
Keep up the great work! 
I'm sure it will pay olf in the 
end. Your DZ Sister, 
Sheila 
Ducky: 
Don' t slap me because I 
am 'not in the mood. Let's 
sail it again reaf soon. 
Where are the puddles? 
. Mickey 
P.S. See yo u next semes-
ter in "The City." 
Rand i, 
Just wanted to wish you all 
the luck with initiation. 
Hope AZ brings you many 
memories. Love ya! 
Your AZ Genie 
Classified Ads are free of 
charge for UMSL students 
and facult y and stalf mem-
bers.Others are charged 
$3 for the first 40 words 
and 5 cents for each 
additionat word (If more 
than 40 words, please 
attatch ad on a separate 
piece of paper). Make 
checks or money orders 
payable to the tJniversity 
of Missouri-St. Louis 
(Sorry, bu t we cannot 
accept cash payme nts) . . 
Please place your ad on 
the Classified Ad Forms 
. available at the Current 
offices, 1 Blue Metal Olfice 
BUilding, or the University 
Center Information Desk. 
Incude yourname,lO num· 
ber, phone number and 
Ihe classification under 
which your ad should run. ' 
Due to space limitations, 
only one ad per subject 
may run. 
Publication is auaran-
teed only for those ads' 
which have been paid lor 
:T' advance. Other ads may 
De deleted due to space 
limitations. No classified 
ads may be taken over 
the phone. 
The Curre nt will not 
publish both first and last 
names in any ad. Ads con-
sidered by the editors to 
bp. in poor taste will· not 
. ~._, published . . 
• 
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High Diver 
Risks Life 
r 
To Please Crowd 
:.Marjorie Bauer 
features/arts editor 
M any UMSL day students have part-time jobs to help them sup-
port themselves. One ofthe more unusual is 
pursued by a full-time marketing student. 
· But. if you suffer from acrophobia, the fear 
of heights, this profession will not attract 
you - the sport of high diving. 
"I've coached high school diving myself, 
so I have the ability to coach other divers 
and see what they're doing wrong," 
Fortier said, 
In response to a question, he said "You'll 
find that divers are not much swimmers. 
It's too boring for me to swim and I'm not a 
strong swimmer, 
"I've known divers who can't swim. They 
know enough to push up from the bottom 
and get to the side," he said. Joseph-Raymond Fortier, high diver, 
said,"You~annot give in to the ever-present 
fear, although the danger is always there. If 
you do, you will make mistakes, fall on you 
back or face, with the possibility of sev'ere 
or even fatal injury. 
"But you never dismiss the fear either. 
Physical training is a combination of· 
practice between shows, with warm-ups, 
rope jumping, stretching out, push-ups and 
sit-ups and some running, Fortier said, "We 
do five shows a day at the park, and at the 
beginning of the season you're pretty win-
ded, but at the end, you're in top shape, So 
that's really our conditioning." 
Cedric R. And erson 
DIVING IN: UMS~ student Joseph Fortier would feel right at home 
standing on toP 0: the SSB Tower. Fortier takes chances each time 
he high dives, 
Being aware of the danger gives you an edge 
and keeps you on your toes," he said. 
A high diver, Fortier explained, is a per-
forming athlete, one who either dived in 
school or college. "I now work for a com-
pany that puts on shows, Harbor Perform-
ance Corporation," he said. "A friend of 
mine from college, had been performing in 
shows for them, and four years ago, in 1982, 
, I decided to give it a shot. '" 
Fortier had always wanted to dive pro-
· fessiDnally, he said, but the opportunity had 
not been there in Milwaukee, Wisc., his 
home town. 
"So I came to St. Louis," he said, "where 
· the company was putting on a show at Six 
Flags. We don't actually work for Six Flags, 
but contract through the corporation for 
the park. 
"The company looks for amateurs (not 
paid) divers." he said, "those who want to 
continue with the sport as professionals. 
"The work is part-time, in that it is 
seasonal. But it's not work, it's really play." 
he added. 
Fortier said there are always risks, but 
not everyone needs to be a high diver, that 
is, a diver who dives from the ladder at 
heights of about 90 feet, into a pool of about 
nine feet of water. "The area we dive into is 
about 12 yards square, a bit larger than the 
average sized home swimming pool. 
"\Ve do take chances, but we feel we can 
do it safely. We don·t put anyone up (on the 
ladder) who doesn't have the abilitv or skill. 
You start him on lower levels abo~t 30 feet 
and work up till he's comfortable at that 
level," he said, 
"We only go in from a height feet first, 
because it's too shallow to go in head first. 
It's hard to withstand the pressure on hands 
. and neck from these beights, to make a head 
first entry," he said, 
"A 'dive' is feet first or head first," For-
tier explained," It's one or half a revolution 
from the standing position," he said "It's 
difficult to go in feet first because the 
heaviest part of your body is the head and 
shoulders portion, and it's tougher to go in 
vertically. In our show, we dive head first 
off the springboard. 
"Most of these high dives are "flying 
dives," in which the diver lays out in a posi-
tion and floats down until he·s in a position 
about 30 feet from the water." he said, Then 
the diver pulls his feet down for the entry 
and "planes out" in the water to avoid going 
straight down, ,. 
A gflod dive doesn'[ really-hurt." Fortier 
said. 'At 70 feel. ~'uu can get away with a 
slight mistake, but at 90 feet, vou're liable 
to break an arm or a leg, -I'm looking to go . 
higher than the 70 feet I now dive, because 
it's getting routine and boring." 
Fortier said, with regard to Olympic com-
petition that ·he "could not compete, 
because I am a professional and as such, am 
barred. It's not like tennis, where you can be 
paid and compete," he said, although the 
laws are being changed. Being an Olympic 
diver also involves diving eight hours a day, 
seven days a week, and Fortier said he 
doesn't now have that desire. 
SPLASH! 
SPLASH!! 
"Besides, " he said. "being an Olympic SpiT ASH' n 
diver means joining a facility, which has the L • • • 
equ ipment and coaches to work with, and 
that's expensive, in addition to having to 
make living expenses," he said. 
In SL Louis, he S"aid, Clayton is the one 
outdoor facility for dive training, But unless 
you want to dive on the team there com-
petitively. you have too many restrictions 
to make it possible. 
The team he works with is the U,S. High 
Diving Team. 
High diving brings to mind the Acalpulco 
high diving competitions, and Fortier said 
he participated there in March 1983. "I was 
really thrilled to compete there, he said. 
"To look at it (on television) you'd think you 
could jump across the gorge. In fact, you'd 
be lucky to make it half way across," he 
said, "The waves come in from the ocean 
and fill up the gorge. And the depth varies 
from five feet to 20 feet. And you've got 
rocks to consider and t he difficulty of get-
ting out safely. The year Iwas there, the div-
ing was cancelled several times, because of 
the spray coming off the 80-foot cliffs, mak-
·ing visibility unclear. 
"We've had accidents there. One of our 
divers landed on the rocks, shattering his 
leg and he got hurt badly. It's scary, but a 
unique experience," he said, 
The first prize is a few thousand dollars, 
small recompense, it seems. for the risks 
involved. But divers don't see it that way. 
Judges, said Fortier, include Mexican and 
American judges, Some German, Canadian 
and Mexican divers have competed he said. 
But American divers come first on the 
world competive diving circuit. 
. Divers need a sort of "star" quality, Far-
ber said. They are people who like to be in 
the spot light. It takes a lot of concentration 
too. "Most div·ers are extroverted," he said: 
ON HIGH: One 
diver in mid-air 
shows high diving 
style as others wait 
their turns on the 
diving platforms in 
a fast-paced 
routine. 
teaching new members is the comedv 
diving,"because divers have never don~ 
that before, 
"The show relies heavily on comedY. We 
do a lot of goofey things. And it's the place 
where accidents occur most, because it's 
the fastest part of the show." he said. 
"The show director is the choreogi~?hcr­
The comedy routine is written by the com-
pany," Fortier said, "\\'e develop our gags 
and stunts. I enjoy the comedy stunts the 
most." he said. "I rate myself highest on 
that 
"People come repeatedly to see the 
shows and I find that rewar-ding. Although I . 
was t?~ clown at school. I found clowning on 
the dlVmg board difficult. Bufafter a while 
you catch on," he said. 
Future career opportunities for Fortier 
may take him to Atlanta. Ga. he said. The 
company he·s working for is planning to 
open a show there and Fortier has been 
asked to manage it. "It's a set up like that at 
the Lake of the Ozarks." he said. 
Training involved in becoming a high or 
show diver takes place early in school, with 
the coach teaching the basic skills, Fortier 
said. But advanced diving is a matter of a 
team members teaching each other. "At the 
level we're at." he said,"many of us have 
been finalists in NCAA competition, 
"And you can learn that. You need a 
kinesthetic sense that lets you know where 
you are," 
Going back to the subject of the show at 
Six Flags, Fortier said the hardest part of 
Always the showman, Fortier ended the 
interview by inviting all to visit the di\'in a 
show at Six Flag;; this spring and 
summer. 
CLOWN ING: Fortier and his 
sidekick pose in un likely sw imwear 
before starting th ei r comedy divino 
routine at Six Flags Over America~ 
wareness Of High Blood Pressure' Examined 
[The following article was submit- ' 
ted by Jean Wehmueller, R.N. 
UMSL School of Nursing, as part of 
~e Wellness Network series.] . 
The American Heart Assodation 
estimates that there are over 37 
'Jn illion American adults. almost 1 
'in 4, who have high blood pressure, 
Approximately 25 percent of these 
people are not aware that their 
blood pressure is high. 
Ji High blood pressure was the 
:ause of death for 32,000 Americans· 
n 1981, and contributed to the 
leaths of thousands of others. 
'aecause so many people are victims 
)f this often undetected problem, 
'?t's look at what blood pressure is. 
? QO gets high blood pressure and 
qat can be done about it. 
Blood pressure is the force exer-
bv the blood on the walls of the 
r'ies and veins. This pressure is 
ated bv the heart as it contracts 
ush the blood to all parts of the 
. Increased or high blood pres-
ure also known as hypertenSion, is 
., s'ed when blood vessels are 
ed, by either contraction of 
ssels or by build up of fat 
ts on the vessel walls, pre-
ing the blood from moving 
_asily throu gh them, The heart must 
.hen pump harder to push the blood 
through the arteries and veins: the 
heart's increased pushing results in 
an increased pressure inside the 
b)ood vess·els. 
Hypertension is divided into two 
categorie~: primary and second.::ry. 
WELLNESS 
NETWORK 
Primary hypertenSion is not linked 
to a single cause. In fact, in 90 per-
cent of the cases of high blood pres-
sure, the cause in unknown. The 
other 10 percent of the cases are 
known as secondary hypertension, 
Here, the increased biood pressure 
is a symptom of another problem, 
such as a kidney disorder. a glan-
dular disorder, or is associated with 
the use of oral contraceptives. 
Generally, treatment of the original 
problem will correct secondary 
hypertension. 
P(imary hypertenSion usually 
has no symptoms; a person may 
have the problem for years and not 
know it. It does, nonetheless, affect 
the body. 
Because the heart must pump 
harder to get blood to all parts of the 
body, it may become enlarged. 
While a slightly enlarged heart may 
function adequately, a, greatly 
enlarged beart may not be able to 
keep up with the body's demands, 
Blood vessels are also affected, 
They become scarred, harder, 
narrower, and less elastic. Although 
hardening and narrowing of the 
arteries naturally happens as peo-
ple age, hypertension greatly 
accelerates this process. When 
blood vessels are hard and narrow 
they can·t deliver the amount of 
blood and oxygen needed by the-
body's tissues and organs for 
proper functioning. 
Blood clots may also lodge in _ 
narrowed arteries, depriving part of 
the bodv of an adequate blood and 
oxygen supply. The brain, heart and 
kidneys are often damaged by sucn 
clots. The World Health Organiza-
tion notes that Americans who have 
high blood pressure are three times 
more likely to have a stroke than· 
people who do not. 
DiagnOSIs . of hypertension is 
made by measuring the blood pres-
sure This is done with a 
sphygmomanometer, which is a 
rubber cuff that is wrapped aroun d a 
person's arm and then inflated with 
air. The air-filled cuff squeezes 
against a large artery, momentar ily 
stopping the flow of blood. The air in 
the cuff is slowly released while a 
doctor or nurse uses a stethoscope 
to listen to the sound of the blood 
pushing through the artery. A. gauge 
is watched while the air is released. 
and two pressures are recorded: the 
systolic pressure (the pressure of 
blood when the heart contracts) and 
the diastolic pressure (the pressure 
of blood flow bet\veen heart beats 
or contractions). 
The pressure is recorded in the 
form of a fraction. \I·ith the svstolic 
pressure over the diastolic' pres-
sure. Blood pressure is considered 
normal if it is under 140(90 mm Hg 
(millimeters of mercury). bor-
derline if it is between 140/90 and 
160/95 mm Hg. and high if it is over 
160/95 mm Hg, 
There is no cure for primary 
hypertension, but it can be treated 
and controlled. Many medications 
are available to reduce high blood 
pressure. Diureti cs. which rid the 
body of excess fluid and salt. and' 
vasodilators, which widen narrow 
blood vessels, are the two major 
cal ego ries of drugs used to treat 
hypertens ion . Other forms of treat-
ment includ e lowering salt intake 
an d weight reduction of 
oven\·e ighl individuals. 
A person is not considered hyper-
tensive if only one blood pressure 
reading is eie \' at ~d: stress and 
physic"l acti"ity immediately prior 
to the bl ood pressure mE;asurement 
will resu lt in an increased pressure 
read ing, But if a person's blood 
pressure is consistently higher than 
normal. he or she is considered 
hypertensive. 
Blacks are twice as likely to get 
hypertension as whites: a person 
who has a history of hypertension in ' 
the family is also more likely to get 
it. Anyone, however, can have 
hypertension. It is important for 
anyone who has it to control it. 
Diagnosing high blood pressure is 
eas\', and· it's treatment is fairly' 
simple, For these reasons. it makes 
much more sense to have your blood 
pressure checked periodically, and 
treated if it is high. than to have vour 
life shortened by the dama·ging. 
effects of uncontrolled 
hypertension. 
Says Our Foo-d 
Is Good, But 
Shows Bad 
Chris Stolte 
humor columnist 
We have food in this country. 
Food we got. Most of us aren't 
going to bed hungry, and this is a 
fortunate thing, , 
But folks, we are absolutely 
starved for entertainment. I see it 
everywhere. I am constantly 
amazed by what passes for enter-
tainment in this day and age. I am 
prepared to let strang.ers look up 
my nose for a quarter, but I'm_ 
afraid I wouldn't be able to handle 
the crowds. 
DON' T GET 
M.E STARTED 
I've sat impatiently in traffic 
jams, moving my car at a crawl, 
while drivers ahead of me strain to 
get a glipse ofthe morbid mess of a 
fatal car wreck, And, I confess, 
when I finally approach the wrec-
kage, I take my turn, scanning the 
area for some revolting memory to 
take home with me. And while 
most of us have done this, few will 
admit that, in some perverse way, 
we enjoyed it. 
And last year, Barnum & Bailey, 
the world's foremost sleaze 
entrepreneurs, managed tei outdo 
themselves in the festering arena 
of shameless sensationalistic 
sideshow schlock, They took a 
goat, some lumber and some 
Krazy Glue, and they built them-
selves a unicorn, Showed it to the 
kids with absolutely no apologies. 
Only in America. 
The Love Boat is now in its 73rd 
year on prime time television. And 
, with scripts that my four-year-old 
cousin calls "trite, predictable and 
asinine, " it has done nothing in all 
these years but establish itself as 
the place where third-rate actors 
go to die. 
The creators of Friday the 13th. 
after feloniously misrepresenting 
themselves by titling the fourth 
episode in their chain of celluloid 
trash, "Friday the 13th Part 4: The 
Final Chapter," betrayed our trust 
by foisting upon us "Fridav the 
13th Part 5: A New Beginning"-
Jason Goes to College, for all I 
care. And as long as there remains 
some hand tool that has not yet 
been run through a sex-obsessed 
teenager's head on film, these 
goremeisters \vill continue to 
smear their muck on America 
And Ed McMahon, a man who 
would appear to be totally devoid 
of discernible talent, can now be 
seen regularly on three different 
television shows, plus dog food 
and beer commercials. He is as 
guilty as anyone of leading the 
Great American Trend toward 
banal, inane, low-mentality enter-
tainment for the masses. For 
starters, I blame him for helping to 
perpetuate the desperately 
unfunny Tonight Show, a tired old 
show begging to be put out of its 
misery, And furthermore 
McMahon, just exactly what is thi~ 
"Bloopers and Practical Jokes" 
B.S.? Are they actually compiling 
the on-camera screw-ups that 
other shows had to edit out, and 
passing it off as prime-time televi-
sion? Can this be? 
If a restaurant opened up in your 
neighborhood that served the gar-
bage and spoiled food that other 
restaurants had thrown into their 
dumpsters, would you eat there? 
Then why are you watching this 
show?' 
It pains me to say it, so you say 
the words and I'll just move my 
lips: "Puttin' On The Hits". If 
you've not yet seen this conceptual 
masterpiece, then con-
gratulations; you've been leading a 
better life than 1. On this syn-
dicated program, nobodies from 
across the country "perform" for a 
live audience, dancing and moving 
their lips to some popular or once-
popular song, usually made up tD 
look like the real McCoy, Dr 
Madonna, or Prince, 
These pitifully lost souls, these 
would- be celebrities. compete 
with one another for prize money 
and the chance to humiliate their 
families on national television, 
And ~fter their performance, they 
are mterviewed by the host. a 
trendy, California-J ooking idiot 
with a strained smile, who might 
very well be Wink Martindale's 
son. 
With unbelievable seriousness 
he proceeds to ask questions like' 
"When did you first get started lip: 
synchmg?" and "Do you lip-synch 
at home? Let's see how the judges 
scored you'" 
I don't know. Maybe all this will 
change. Perhaps there will be in 
our lifetime, a television ren-
naissance, led by Bill Cosby and 
the rest of NBC's nearly-
consumate Thursday night line-up 
and television will grow to be a 
boon to mankind and a source of 
national pride. 
• 
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Beverly Hills 
Snob Center 
Movie Succeeds 
As Zany Comedy 
Nick Pacino 
film critic 
Paul Mazursky's new film, " Down 
and Out in Beverly Hills," is made in 
the best tradition of the popular 
screwball comedies from the Dep-
ression Era: with doubtful plot, 
inane dialogu e and s ocial theme. 
And of cou rse Beverly Hills is a hot 
location of late . You are confronted 
with severely contrasting li fe-
styles , as some bizarre characters 
interact while humor, satire and 
slapstick are effectively used to get 
the film' s message across. 
-
CURRENT 
MOVIE REVIEW 
Nick Nolte is believable as a 
down-and-out street person trying 
to survive in the haven of the 
nouveau riche. He makes a perfect 
long-suffering victim of Rodeo 
Drive, aided. no doubt, by his 
extensive research which included 
dressing as a bum and hanging out at 
a mission in L.A. 
Down But Not Out: Bette Midler and Richard Dreyfuss play the part of a wealthy couple who 
learn how " the other half' lives, and how they include him in their lives. . 
After his pet dog dies, Nolte 
decides to kill himself in the pool of 
a wealthy couple, played by Richard 
Dreyfuss and Bette Midler. They are 
the essence of first-generation gar-
ishness ; Rolls- Royce, Mercedes, a 
binging. diet-crazed daughter 
(Tracy Nelson), a hermaphroditic 
son (Evan Richards) obsessed with 
homemade videos and naturally , a 
therapist for t heir dog. 
Sexual Abuse V· ctims' Grou 
Dreyfuss saves Nolte from 
.drowning and brings him into the ir 
household. Even as Nolte is 
exposed to the good life, he begins to 
inspire profound changes in his 
host's perception a bout how the 
" other half' exi s ts. 
Dreyfuss is excellent, as the 
essentially upstanding citizen who 
has plenty of charity deductions, but 
little charity; unt il circumstances 
force him to reach out and touch 
someone. An unsympathetic Midler 
- is miscast as the trendy, obsessive 
shopper. About her character she 
says "I have no real empathy for 
matrons who don't have a lot to do 
with themselves. You know the 
type--so much time on their hands 
and no real imagination. " This 
attitude shows. 
Produceri director Mazursky def-
tly manipu lates the zany c harac-
ters , allowing the rol es to take on 
the prope r shade, letting the actors 
define their personalities . 
In sharing the difficulties of a 
rational person attempting to deal 
with a flighty family of dilett antes, 
Mazursky continues to provide a 
highl y personal quamy about his 
craft. Rated R. 
[Editor's note : the following 
co lumn was submitted through 
Counseling Service, written by a 
guest author, " Susan,", an adu lt sur-
vivor of child sexual molestation_ 
She will be the leader of a new sup-
port group.] 
For many years . the word 
,. incest" brought t o mind feelings of 
disgust, shock. denial and anger. It 
threatened our beliefs about the 
sacredness of the [ami ly , the role of 
an adult in a child's life. and our 
feelings toward sexua lity, The 
media recently focused its attention 
on the sexuai exploitation of our 
children. The attention is long over· 
due. We are just now letting our 
children know that it is OK to tell 
and that they are indeed innocent. 
But what about the adult who. 
as a child. had no a lternative 
except to bury and try to forget the 
experience? The following article is 
addressed to you. 
I was sexually abused as a ch ild 
and I told no one until I was 29 years 
old' It has taken me several ye~rs to 
work through a ll the confused 
t ho ughts, t he uncomfortable 
feelings , the fear. the anger. and the 
guilt. To this day. I st ill have 
.. trigger pO ints" which bring back 
unpleasant memories. I imagine I 
always will. However , I feel 
extremely fortunate to have had 
~and contine to have) a strong sup-
port sys t em. For many. I realize, the 
LOS ANGELES FILM CRITICS ASSOCIATION 
"A remarkable accomplishment ... " 
-Janet Maslin, NEW YORK TIMES 
"* * * * (Highest Rating) 
'Brazi I' is as good as they come." 
-Mike Clark, USA TODAY 
"A terrific movie. ~ ." 
-Richard Corliss, TIME MAGAZINE 
ARNON MILCfW.I",,"" ;[tRRY GIWMI,,,, "BRAZIl:' ,,,'" JONATIWI PRYCE' ROBERT DE NIRO 
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help is not there. For this reason the 
UMSL Counseling Service , Social 
Work Department. and Women' s. 
Center are planning to offer a self-
support group for those who have 
been abused sexually as a child. 
Within this group the emotions can 
be handled in a very safe and accept-
ing environment by those of us who 
understand and have been there. 
The number one rule of the group 
will be strict confidentialityl It's 
purpose is to help incest victims 
become survivors. 
I feel there are many issues that 
we. as incest victims, share. The 
self-support group will allow us to 
look at these in a new way. Some of 
the most common issues will be: 
Trust: Who do I trust and when? 
Maybe we trust too much, or often 
we are unsure and suspicious of 
others and don't t rust at all. 
Remember, we have been hurt by an 
adult who at one time we did trust. 
Touch: We may be highly sensi-
t ive to someone touching us. A sim -
ple hug may be difficult. Or else, the 
op pos ite. we may be very promis-
cuous . not caring who touches us. 
but also not feeling any warmth. 
Authority: Part of us still feels 
like a child. We s truggle with issues 
as to who to obey and respect. if any-
one. Or we may s imply have very 
superficial social skills an d be una· 
ble to deal with any power. 
Self Esteem: We may see our-
selves as ·· damaged ,· ' We may not 
feel worthy of anything good. There 
may be shame and humiliation 
around having kept the secret. This 
issue itself may set the stage for us 
to be abused again. 
Sexual Problems: We may be una-
ble to enjoy sex and depersonalize 
ourselves from the sexual act. 
There may be flashbacks (scary and 
unpleasant feel ings) . 
Relations hips : We m ay have dif-
ficulty establish ing any close 
relationships . If someone we trus-
ted and loved betrayed us , we learn 
quickly tha t close rela t ionships can 
hurt. A child that grows up in a ·' nor· 
mal" wa v. learns there is a risk one 
takes in- order to develop mature 
adult relationship s. We were never 
given that cha nce to learn. 
These are just a few of the issues 
we hope to discuss . I know they may 
seem difficult and un comfortable 
for you. Right now, just the th ought 
of a group and sharing your feelings 
may seem extremely frightening. I 
know. I understand. Try to r e mem-
ber. you are not a lone. 
I would like to mention a very im-
portant point. I strongly fee l that 
each individual may respond diffen-
tly to his/her abuse experience. 
Although we may have some issues 
in common. no two people are ever 
totally alike. Our personali t ies are 
different , and whether or not there 
was a strong s upport system the re 
for us when we needed it , ar e bo t h 
deciding factors on how incest 
affects us. These points, I feel , a re 
more important than the type of 
abuse, duration of abuse. or severity 
of abuse. The events are not the im-
portant factors , rather your reac-
tion to the abuse and it s affect on you 
today are what is important. 
We are hoping to start the group 
UMSL School of Optometry 
Eye Clinic 
'Visiu" i" ~ 
J1i~ NTBC~ S()CiBiy 
.-. 
..--~ 
Are you prepared? 
A wide range of vision care services 
• Contact Lenses 
• Eye Health Assessment 
• VOT Related Visual Problems 
• Newest Lens Designs and 
Fashion Frames 
• Designer Sunglasses 
UMSL Students. Faculty. Staff and Alumni receive a 20% 
discount on all professional service fees. 
Call 553-5131 
:1:. UMSL School of Optometry 
-. Music, Mystery Videos 
Make Good Entertainment 
Nick Pacino 
film critic 
Jack-the-Ripper movies have 
been a popular Hollywood staple. 
for decades. Later this month 
United Home Video will releas e 
their. version, " The Ripper," with a 
Jeckyl and Hyde twis t. 
A college professor (Torn 
Schreir), who teaches a course on 
"Famous Crimes in Film," is drawn 
to a ring r eporte'dly fo und at the 
scene of the last Ripper murder in 
. 1888. When he puts the ring on, 
grisly murders begin occurring in 
the area. 
Tom " King of Splatter" ' Savini. 
who starred in Stephen King's 
"Creepshow," portrays the 
metamorphosized cutthroat. 
There's more buckets of FIX gore 
than suspense or plot, but fright fans 
should get off on this one. Chris-
topher Leis , director. VHS/Beta. 
Color. 104 min. Not Rated , but 
should be R for graphiC and 
explicit violence. 
F.o lrm ed· 
this semester. If you are interested. 
. please call us. Again. confiden-
tiality will be stressed. r knolv it is Gi 
difficult decision, but I also know 
that incest vict ims hav e tremen-
dous survival skills. It does take 
time for us to learn to trust again. to 
be able to feel the wa r mt h of some-
one 's touch, and to be able to return 
that fee ling and thus. believe in one-
self. But. with help, I know that it is 
not an impossible task. 
If you are interested in the self-
support group or you have any ques-
tions. please call Sharon Biegen . 
UMSL Counseling Service, 553 -
5711. All calls are strictly confiden-
tial and involve no obligation. 
The activist r ock documen- " 
tary," Sun City : - has recently httthe 
racks from Karl Lorimar ~ome 
Video, Sun Cily is the South African 
sports and enterta inment c~m~lex.;; 
where musicians have been mnted 
to perform, in sp ite of the ongOing 
cultural boyco tt. 
VIDEO NEWS 
This Artists United Against 
Apartheid production featl..\re s 
Miles Davis. Bruce Springsteen. 
Bob Dylan, Pat Benatar . and ~· 
numerous oithers in rock, rhythm 
and blues , rap and jazz . 
"Sun City" was written and · c,on-
ceived by Little Steven Van Zandt " 
following two visits to South Africa, 
and focuses on Sun Citv and the riot-
ing that has escalat~d in recent 
months. He uses footage from. 
recording sessions held around thel· 
world, and musically centers on the 
seven and on e-half title song. This is 
more music with a message , and 
comes off as slick entertainment to, 
boot. Royalties from sales will go to 
the non-profit Africa Fund. VHS! 
Beta HiFi. Color. 45 min. 
A fas t-moving murder mystery, ) 
" Amanda by Night .. (1981) is out 
from Caba llero Home Video. 
Veronica Hart stars as a high class 
prostitute who is used by a hard-
nosed detective (R ichard Bolla) to-' 
flush out a serial killer of street 
walk.e rs . 
Hart and Bolla make a good acting 
team . a nd except for the gratuitous 
sex thrown in. the story line hangs 
t ogether for some suspensful 
moments. Robert McCallum. direc-
tor. VHS/ Beta. Color. 95 min. .', 
My favorite quote: Paul Ford in 
the hit comedy "Teahouse of the 
August Moon" (1956): "My job is to 
teach th ese nati ves the meaning of 
democracy, and they' re going. to" 
learn democracy if I have to shoot 
everyone of them . 
F-16s Fight Terrorism 
Jim Schwartz 
repo_rt_e_r _ _ 
It never ceases to amaze me how 
movie makers continue to dep ict 
trends of thought within America . 
With the recent uprising in 
terror ism across the glo be. and 
America's slowness to react. t he 
movie " Iron Eagle" fits right in 
a nd is right on time. 
How many times have we 
watched on te levis ion. meaning-
less verba l rebukes in place of 
mi litary reprisals. following a 
terroris t attack upon Americans' 
" Iron Eagle" is one such story that 
fulfills ou r v isions of America 
asserting its power following an 
attack. Jason Gedrick portrays an 
Air Force brat, t ortured by the 
recent capture of his father by a 
small Middle Eastern nation . He is 
aided in his hour of need by 
" Jappy" portrayed by Louis 
Gosset Jr. Gosset plays a veteran 
of the Viet Nam war, who posseses 
the know-how to h f'lp recover the 
captured colonel. So. With a death I 
sentence hanging over the I 
co lo nel's head: and the American .. 
government doing little about it , t 
Gosset and the colone l'S son set in 
motion a plan to free the colone l on 
the ir own. 
So. irs action! The F-16s are air-
borne. and the plo t turns skyward . 
Although th is film won·t win any 
awards. the stunt flying is very , 
very good. Als o commendable is , 
the life-like port rayal of the red 
tape and bureaucratic bungl ing 
present in our own government. 
For as many times as we 've seen 
our government drag its feet aIter 
an attack on mi lita ry personnel. 
this m ovie is a fres hl y angled 
illusion. 
But. as the movie draws to Us 
climax. do does its believabii ity 
begin to dwindle. A soundtrac~ . by 
"Queen" gives the film its teenage , 
upbeat appeal. I give this film ) 
seven out a possible 10 stars . . Bu\ 
for high flying stunts, "Iron E agfe " 
can·t be beat. .. 
A cuddly bouquet 
for Valentine's Day.= 
The TelefloraCupid Bear '" Bouquet. ' 
A plush bear that hugs a big red 
heart filled with flowers and says, 
"I love you" on Valentine's Oay 
... and forever. 
We can wire it 
anyWhere in the 
U.S.A. and 
Canada. Or deliver · 
ii anywhere in 
town. 
Valentine's Day is - . 
Friday, February ~ 4'. 
31etef1om 
KAE'S CREATIONS 
UMSL's Neighborhood Florist 
3 Blocks West of Campus: 8519 Natural Bridge 
Order Now For Valentine's 
Call 428-1275 
Save 1 0% with your UMSL ID 
Open Mon.· Fri. 9 a.m.- 6 p.m . 
Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m. 
. Now Sellin'g Missouri lottery Tickets 
~ports 
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.~ .That Was Then 
:. When Then Was 
-Now Part I 
. Dan Nass 
.: _. "SRorts editor 
Alex Haley's " Roots" inspired 
· millions of Americans to search 
through geneological trees to find 
their family's ".roots" . After talk-
· :trig with assistant athletic director 
Judy Berres and her husband 
· Larry, I decided to trace UMSL's 
· sports "roots". 
TIME OUT . 
. So, armed with information 
-from the files of Sports Informa-
tion Director Sean Johnson and 
clippings from the Current 
· morgue files, I was off in seacrh of 
sports roots. I, am also using the 
recollection of the aforemen-
· tioned Mr. Berres for first hand 
information on this su bject. 
Yes folks, it 's nostalgia time. 
This week we will concentrate 
on the general beginnings of UMSL 
sports and then proceed next week 
to discuss some key individual 
· players who were the ~tars of those 
it early years. 
The first two sports that were 
played under the UMSL name were 
basketball and tennis. They 
.. arrived along with new athletic 
director Chuck Smith in 1966. 
Smith was brought from 
Washington University to form an 
,. athletic department and to over-
see, as a coach, the sports that he 
was institut ing. 
To become an official member 
' l ' of . the Missouri Intercollegiate 
: ~ Athletic Association , UMSL had 
: .. have four teams in competition 
, 
I 
against fo ur MlAA sanctioned 
· teams. To this end, UMSL began 
programs in cross-country in the' 
fall of 1967 and golf in the spring 
of 1968. 
I Berres was brought from Harris 
.: ." Stowe College to take charge of the 
: . lowly funded cross-country team . 
. The team not only had little mon-
etary backing, but it also had to 
,l; battle with low participation and 
" litUe experience by those 
: r>a>tic,ipating. 
' . As Berres puts it, "The program 
was dead before it got under way." 
lie cited inherent problems such 
as 110 real track to run on and no 
illtention of building one in the 
near future. UMSL did not have a 
track team that would make such 
, ", an expense feasible. 
The problem with the track and 
th~ track team led to the eventual 
demise of the cross-country pro· 
\(r. gram when Berres could not re-
I cruit distance runners: 
, Cross-country was a sport that 
basically provided year-round 
;ti'aihing for track athletes. Since 
uMSL did not have a track or a 
tnl.ck team, track stars from local 
high schools were hesi tant to come 
• here. 
l " . Th'e cross-country team had 
• -limited success through the 1980-
'. 81. '. season. Kerrie ' Robinson 
(Roosevelt High School) and Bob-
~bie'. Hudson (East St. Louis High) 
: were two names that came to 
· Berres' mind immediately. Hud-
son made it to the NAIA 
.natlonals . 
. , -Berres caoched the team for 
: four years and then it became the 
: assignment of the assistant bas-
'ketball coach. The final coach was 
~ormer runner Frank Neal. who al 
.. the time had no other association 
• with the school. 
In looking back, Berres said that 
program succeeded with 
"more luck than senses, counting 
on students looking for a good 
· .education" who just happened to 
:,JJe long distance runners . 
Golf, tennis, and basketball of 
course survive in varying degrees 
of success today. But cross-
country died a quiet death after the 
I " 980-81 season. 
In 1971-72 the first UMSL wres-
tling team made little noise of its 
:Iown when it finished its initial 
:iJ:ampaign with an 0--5 mark. They 
i lost, to Missouri Valley twice and 
· once each to MacMurray, 
: Southwest Missouri and Evangel. 
• They scored just 22 pOints to the 
'oppOSitions' 213 . They were shut 
out in three meets. 
Wrestling came about along 
: with swimming upon the comple-
"'ion of the Mark Twain facility. 
: Berres said UMSL felt that with a 
: quality facilty. indoor sports were 
: now possible at UMSL. . 
:. Berres said the sport had " died , 
but they just forgot to have the 
burial" long before it was dropped 
after the 1980-81 season. 
.. Part-time coaches were all that ' 
were available to the team. That, 
. and the fact that high school 
students could not alford to dime to UMSL without some financial 
I upport from the school, led to the 
limited suc'cess of the program. 
See wrime Out," page io 
UMSLAtMI 
, Dan Noss 
: . sports editor 
The UMSL Riverwomen . and-
Rivermen are at the crossroads of 
th'eir 1985-86 seasons. Both teams 
are 3-4 in Missouri Intercollegiate 
Athletic Association play and are 
faced with crucial conference 
games as they battle to make the 
playoffs. 
: Both teams will be in action at the 
University of Missouri-Rolla and 
host Lincoln University here Satur-
day. The women's games will begin 
at 5:30 p.m. and the men's games 
begin at approximately 7:30 p.m. 
The inconsistent Riverwomen 
took a giant step in their pi ayoff 
attempt with a 75-72 victory over 
the Northeast Missouri State 
University Lady Bulldogs last 
Saturday in Kirksville, Mo. 
The Riverwomen split two non-
conference games, losing to 
Southern Illinois University-
Edwardsville, 69-65, and beating 
Washington , University, 100-67 . 
'They are now 10--10 overall this '-
season. 
Three UMSL players made it into 
double figures in the scoring 
column, led by Gina Gregory' s 20 
points. Gregory has scored at least 
20 points in every MIAA game this 
season. Center Kathy Rubach had 16 
points to go along with a game-high 
13 rebounds. Kr-is Wilmesher had 
13 points . 
Deb Moreno moved closer to all-
time season highs in assists (184) 
and steals (60) with eight assists and 
two steals. She now has 105 assists 
and 42 steals. Center Chris Andrews 
moved one blocked shot closer to a 
team record of 29. The old record 
was set by Sandy Moriarty during 
the 1982-83 season. 
the Riverwomen bench came 
through to ensure the victory. 
Claudine Mitchell hit five of six free 
throws and Kaye Klotzer added 
five rebounds. 
Wilmisher had 15 points against 
Crossroads 
SIU-E, while Gain and Gregory 
added 14 each. Gregory led the 
Riverwomen with 10 rebounds. 
Five players made it into double 
figures against Wash. U.: Gregory 
_ 24, Rubach 13, Pierce 12, Gain 11 , 
and Wilmisher 10 . Rubach led in 
rebounds with eight. Moreno had six 
steals and Gain had four . 
The slumping Rivermen can't 
seem to find the secret to recover . 
their earlier winning ways. After 
Cedric R. Anderson 
winmng their first three MIAA 
games , they have now lost four in 
a row. 
In their other two games last 
week, the Rivermen were the eighth 
consecutive victim of SIU-E, 82-73, 
and they held on to defeat Wash. U., -
79-77. The Rivermen are now 9-11. 
Last Saturday, UMSL took a 79-63 
loss to Northeast after tieing the 
game with 4:45 left on a Dellondo 
Foxx jumper. The Rivermen were 
unable to score again until 1:.05 when 
Foxx hit one free throw to make it 
72-63 . 
UMSL shot only 29 percent from 
the field in the second half. They 
held a halftime lead of 41-37 . 
Foxx led UMSL scorers with 25 
points. Ron Porter was second with 
14 to go along with a game-high 12 
rebounds. Mike Strater had eight 
rebounds. 
Besides 39 points of Foxx and Por-
ter, the five other players to make it 
into the scoring column managed to. 
score only 18 points. They were a 
combined eight of 27 from the field 
for 30 percent. 
Northeast got a stellar perform-
ance from forward Steve Liford . His 
14 of 19 from the field was good for a 
game-high 28 points. Erik Hansen, 
with 14 points and 11 rebounds , and 
Eric Harris, with 12 pOints and 
seven rebounds , also made it into 
double figures. 
Foxx had a game-high 28 points ' 
against SIU-E, with Porter collect-
ing 19 points and a game-high 14 
rebounds. 
When Gina Gregory and Grace 
Gain fouled out within a minute of 
each other at the eight minute mark. 
CHAIRMAN OFTHE BOARDS: The Rivermen's leading rebounder(8.7 per game) Ron Porterskies 
above two opponents to grab another rebound in a recent UMSL game. Porter (16.8) and guard 
Dellondo Foxx (21 .1) have been responsible for much of the Rivermen's offense th is season. 
Aganist Wash. U., Porter led in 
both paints with 27 and rebounds 
with nine. Foxx had 24 points and 
eight rebounds. Duane Young 
reached double figures with 10 
points to go along with six assists. 
UMSL shot 49 percent from the field 
and 78 percent from the free throw 
line. 
u SL Swim ers Make Splash Into Book 
Laurie Aldy 
reporter 
At fi rst glance, it looked like the 
Lombardo-Adams-Menke show. 
Tom Lombardo and Tom Ad<!-ms, 
two each, along with Gr,~g Menke 
combined for five UMSL first place 
finishes . The five first places were 
more than any other team in the 
Washington University 
Inv ilationa!. 
Lombardo and Menke also took 
three out of four Rivermen second 
places. Lombardo broke UMSL 
records in the 500 and 1650 freestyle 
and 400 individua l medley. Menke 
broke his own school record with a 
time of 2:16 .54 in the 200-yard 
breaststroke. 
tl.lthough Lombardo and Menke· 
turned in excellent times, the key to 
success was an unselfish team 
effort. Mike Heep placed in both the 
50- and lOO-yard freestyles , events 
that he has never competed in 
before. 
Tom Adams set Wash. U pool 
records in both the 50- and 100-yard 
freestyles, which were also hi~ ca-
reer best times. " It's just a step 
closer to my goal, which is to go fas-
ter every time. always a little fas-
ter." said Adams, 
Steve Pumm er also chipped in 
with a second place in the 200 
butterfly. 
" This was a team win which every 
man swam the events that gave 
UMSL the maximum points,"' said 
coach Mary Liston. 
The only downfall of the meet was 
losing to Principia. " Having a total 
team effort be this successful is 
very satisfying. Losing to Principia 
by one pOint is frustriating.- ' said 
Liston. "' They gave 100% in every 
race and a coach cannot ask for 
more." 
The last dual meet of the season 
will be Saturday against Northeast 
Missouri State in Kirksville, Mo. 
Cedric R. Anderson 
DIVE INTO THE RECORD BOOK: UMSL swimmer Tom Lombardo(right) broke school records in 
the 500 and 1650 freestyle and in th e 400 indiv idual medley when the Rivermen participated in the 
Washington University Invitat ional. UMSL captured five first place finishes . . 
lVIeckfessel Approaching 300t 
Dan Noss 
sports editor 
It probabbly is fitting to present a 
feature article on most coaches on 
the brink of 300 career victories 
after they have attained such a 
milestone. 
game Missouri Intercollegiate 
Athletic Asso ciation losing streak. 
"the importance will be that we have 
won a game. It will just be a game 
won bv one of mv teams. A win this 
team ~eally needs . ,. 
Perhaps Meckfessel has not lost 
sight of the personal achievement of 
Most coaches. such an accomplishment. But he 
UMSL's Rick Meckfessel , a tall chooses to concentrate on the lon-
scholarly-looking gentleman, is not gevity of his endeavors. 
most coaches. He is Singular in the 'Tm glad to have the opportunity 
fact that it is not where he is going, to coach long enough to win that 
but where he is at that drives him: many games ," he said. " If you don't 
He is unique because he sets no have some success , I guess you 
goals and similarly sets no won' t have the opportunity." 
limitations. 
"That many games" amounts to 
" I love sports and the competi- 299 at this point, a fact that Meck-
tion. One of the ways to be involved fessel is too frequently reminded of. 
in sports is through coaching," he His career began in 1965 when he 
said. "I love the challenge, 'the left his assistant's position under 
excitement and th~ uncertainty ." current UMSL athletic director 
The latter sentence provided Chuck Smith at Wash. U. to accept 
Meckfessel 's motivation 26 years both the athletic director's and the 
ago when he took his first assistant's head basketball coach's position at 
job. It remains true today for the MorriS Harvey College (now the 
graduate of St. Louis' Beaumont University of Charleston) in 
High School and Washington Charleston, W. Va. 
University. Ten of the 14 years brought above 
Although admitting his parents .500 records as his teams won 250 
would have preferred him to be an games against 16810sses and advan-
engineer, a lawyer or a doctor, ced to the N ALA national tourna-
Meckfessel says, "I have been [or- ment three times . Former Detroit 
tunate to do in my adult life what I and Atlanta National Basketball 
really enjoy " Association player Henry Dicker-
It is not that Meckfessel does not son was on Meckfessel 's 1966-67 
deserve the praise and accolades of that went to the NAIA semifinals. 
his peers following a 300th win. It's 
just that the circumstances and the Challenges for Meckfessel came 
coach's attitude toward the game in the way of scheduling at Morris 
gives one a di fferent angle to focus Harvey. It was not unusual for his 
on. - -teams to take on five Division I 
opponents in a season. His last team 
" Right now," Meckiessel sai-d as 
the Rivermen are mired in a [our- (1978 -79) went ~!l_agains!_ Larry 
I Bird and Indiana State, a team that 
played in the NCAA cahmpionship 
game. 
After 14 seasons with dual resp on-
sibilty, Meckfessel opted to become 
a full-time athletic director in 
1979. 
" At firs t, I enjoyed not being 
involved in coach ing. I didn't miss it 
at all. It gave me a chance to do nor-
mal things, like being out at five on 
most nights." 
But time away from coaching 
began to wear on Meckfessel. Sug-
gestions from friends at Divisio n I 
schools about assistant coach's 
openings and vario us openings on 
the head coach's level at Division II 
schools picqued hi s interest in 
returning to the bench. 
Not looking very hard, and with 
nothing particular catching his eye, 
Meckfessel was approached by his 
old mentor, Smith, now at UMSL. 
Smith was looking for a replace-
ment for Tom Bartow. Bartow had 
replaced Smith after he relir. . 
quished his coaching duties to 
become a full-time athletic directo r 
two seasons earlier. 
UMSL appealled to Meckfessel 
because it was good opportunity and 
because it was a good place to go . 
Not having any preconceived 
ideas of how things would transpire 
in that first season(1982-83), UMSL 
finished 15- 13 and in the MIAA 
playoffs. Meckfessel won the 
l>1IAA's and the NCAA South Central 
Region' s "Coach of the Yl! ar" 
awards. 
Meckfessel put off any rumors 
that he is the eventual replacement 
for Smith as UMSL's athletic direc-
tor by saying. " My guess is that I will 
R. Anderson 
VETERAN AT THE HELM: Rivermen head basketball coach Rich 
Meckfessel has been guiding t he fortunes of college teams for 18 
seasons and is approaching his 300th career victory. The coach is 
hoping his Riverme n do a turnaround in orderto make it into the MIAA 
playoffs for a second straight season. 
(be an athletic dir ector somewhere) 
at some point in the future. But right 
now, I have no real desire." 
In dealing with the media, Meck-
fessel looks upon it as something 
associated wit h a job that is in the 
pub lic eye. He w'ants to be as 
cooperative as he can, for he fe'els 
that good cove rage can help put fan s 
in the s tands. Besides, he says , they 
are just doing their jobs. 
Also. Meckfessel feels that "if a 
person can satisfy himself that his 
decision was correct, it doesn't mat-
ter" what is written or said. 
While the national scope of 
college athletics is focusing on 
dru gs, criminal action and poor 
academic progress by athletes, 
Meckfessel sees three prohlems of a . 
local and more important concern 
for UMSL. 
The first is the academic stan-
dards of UMSL. Of the teams 
scI' ~duled to play UMSL, only UM-
Rolla and 'WaSh. U. have " higher 
academic standards, This results in 
many good, but below average 
stud~ts . ending up at other MLAA 
See "Meckfessel," page 10 
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Moreno And Pierce FndFam~liarity In New Surroundings 
Diane Schlueter 
report~ _ 
Like all new recruit s, Deb Moreno 
and AliCia Pierce had to make 
adjustments when they transferred 
from junior college to UMSL. After 
join ing the Riverwomen, many 
things were new to them, but t hey 
did have one advant age: Moreno and 
Pierce knew each other before the 
start of t he season . In fact , they 
were teammates for two vears al 
Mineral Area Juni or COlleg"e in Flat 
R iver. Mo. 
"We origin al ly met through some 
mutual friends the s ummer after 
(high school) graduation." said 
Moreno , a 5-foot-7 guard, 
Even before they met, Fi erce had 
made plans to attend Mineral Area. 
"Iwas signed when I m et Deb," said 
P ierce, a 5-foot-9 forward. 
"The coach was the r eason I went 
to that jun ior college." s aid Moreno 
of Mineral Area's Bill Bradley. "He 
came to see me when 1 was a juni or 
(in high sellGo l). He thought he 'd 
neve r get me because I lived near 
Jefferson Junior College." 
"He fo llowed me everywhere 
ft-om my junior year on ," sa id Pierce 
of the recruiting of herseLf by 
Bradley. She claimed. though.lhat 
he never begged her to go to Minera l 
Area and that she knew she was 
goi ng there in her junior year. 
.. He taught me' so much about 
li fe," continued Pierce ... He had a 
storv for every situation" 
MIAA STANDI N GS 
MEN'S MIAA 
Central Missou ri Stale 7-0 
Southeast Missouri Sta te 5-2 
Northwest Missouri State 3-3 
"Name it. he knows it," is ho", 
Moreno put it. 
" He's the kind of guy you can't get 
mad at ," added Moreno. 
We have so much respect fo r 
him." sa id Pierce. " He neve r had to 
yell at us." 
Both juniors agree that transfer-
ring to UMSL at the same time made 
their transition easier. 
" It has made me feel more com-
fortab le," Moreno said. "We just 
know each other so welL 
"We know (when) something is 
wrong with each other." said 
·Pierce. . 
Mike Larson. coach of the River-
wom e n, also be lieves that their 
transfer t ogether made it a little 
easier for them. 
" It has affected their college life-
academically, socia lly and every-
thing . .. he said. "Since they made 
lhe transiti on together. t hey don·t 
feel so al one. They already knew 
someone when they got here ." 
Moreno and Pierce fee l that their 
friendship helps thier play. 
"We already know ea c h other's 
style ," Pierce said. " I can just loo k 
at Deb when she is coming down t he 
co urt and I know what she is going 
to do ." 
" Playing \\'ith Alici a helps to pick 
me up." Moreno said. "We hav e 
p layed together for three years now. 
I know when sh e is go ing to cut just 
by look ing at her." 
Pierce is a star ting forwa rd 
a longside Gi na Gregory. She 
rea li zes that having Gregon' there. 
makes it easier fo r her. 
Time Out 
From page nin e 
Von Henry had the most success 
with the wrestling team wil h an 
un usual assortment of p layers . 
Henry ha'd previous experience in 
wrestling-rich Oklahoma and 
,{ 
J2 
Cedric R. Anderson 
RIVERWOMEN TANDEM: UMSL basketball players Alicia Pierce 
and Deb Moreno are helping the Rivervvomen to a possible MIAA 
playoff berth. The two junior college transfers were a part of Mineral 
Area Junior Col lege's capturing of the conference title in 1984-85_ 
.. Irs good t o know she (Gregory) is An all-region se lection in 1984-85 . 
there to score. It relieves some of Pierce averaged 22 poi nts and nine 
t he pressure form pr ev ious years." reb ou nds a game when Mineral Area 
drew ex- mlllt <:!ry personnel ailu 
at hle tes who had been oUl of 
school awhile. 
Berres said lhat it was not 
unusual for a wrestler to be a full-
time student and to hold down a 
full -time job. 
M eckfessel 
From page nine 
~cho ols wi lh lower entrance 
reqUirements. 
UM-St. Louis 3-4 
Northeast Missouri State 3-4 
Lincoln University 2-5 
UMSL Tennis Tryouts Scheduled 
The need for a fUll-time assis tant 
is n ecessary, Meckfessel feels. This 
position would allow a co ach to have 
a full-time scout an d/or recru iter 
during the season. Th e only other 
school in the MIAA that does not 
have a full-time assistant is Lincoln 
University . Meckiessel feeJs that 
their poor record of late s peaks for 
itself. 
UM-Rolla 1-6 
WOMEN ' S M IAA 
Ce nt r al Missouri State 7~0 
Southeast Missouri State 6-1 
Lincoln Un iversit v 4-3 
Northwest Missou'ri State 3- 3 
UM-SL Louis 3-4 
Northeas t Missouri State 2-5 
UM-Rolla 0-7 
Eot h the new m en's lenn is coach 
Jeff Zoe llner and retu'rning 
women's coach Pam Slei nmet z 
hav e announced open tryou ts for 
their squads. The tryouts are open 
to experie r",· rj fu ll-ti me I 
students . 
The men's try outs will 
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m. in Room 218 
of the Mark Twa in Building. 
Players should be prepared to 
practice, we at her permitting, 
Indoor practice facillt ies may be 
ava ilable . thllugh . 
Wo me n's tryouts ,,-!II bp nn Wpd -
nesday . Feb. 12 at3:15 inRoom219 
of the !vlark Twain Building. 
Further information mav be 
obtai ned by calling Steinm~tz at 
553-5123 or seeing her in Room 
203, TlJe meet ing wi!! be of an 
orga nizational manner 
The 1986 tennis schedule will 
feat ur e mor e home matches on the 
newly r esurfaced UMSL tennis 
cur ts. Also. the :'Ilis ou ri Inter-
collegiate Athletic Assciation con-
fe rence tourn ament will be held at 
Ui\ISL this \'ca r 
The last problem is tha t of playing 
. before a comm uter campus of fans-
or the lack of fans on a commuter 
campus. In a recent trip to 
Northeast Missour i Stale Univer-
s i ty. the team bus passed dor-
mHor-ies f illed v,'ith 5.000 students. 
Meckfessel wou ld estimate that half 
of those studenls attended the 
game. 
.. It really means something to the 
Her dream was to coach high school football. 
Her nightmare was Central High. 
G O LDI E H A WN 
-WARNER BROS. Prese nts A HAWN /SYlBERf PRODUCflON A MICHAEL RIfCHIE FILM ' 
GOLDIE HAWN 
'WILOCAfS" JAMES KEACH SWDOSIE KURfZ Production Designed ~y BORIS LEVEN Music by HAWK WOliNSKI & JAMES NE\~roN HOWARD 
Produced by ANTHEA SYLBERf Written by tlRA SACKS DirecteD by MICHAEL RITCHIE 
~- ! RESTRICTED -§-R U",riiil7 Rt OU1~[S ictn .~ p,lllfi~1 =--=--,P.;.;c" ::::! MT QR ... rUll r GU.' i Ql.l /t . 
REE SCREENING 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6 
7:30 PM 
.t 
DOIO<UYSTl'ItilI" FRO,l WARNER BROS, IIWl 
., .. , ', .. ', A WARNER COM~UNIU.TION COMPANY W 
l~'" ............ a .... In .. . 11 ItIc"\» Ii:~~ 
ESQUIRE THEATRE CLAYTON ROAD 
sponsored by 
FILM B()ARD WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST, LOUIS 
Seating is on a first-come, first-admitted basis. 
. Please arrive early to ensure seating. 631P 
wo n the conference title, She was 
also a unan imous selection as an all-
conference performer as a fresh-
man , averaging 17.2 points per 
gam e. 
But , Mo ren o and Pierce both: 
agree that junior college was a good_ 
experince. an d both would .do it, 
again. 
"One r eason we recruited her was 
because she was a high scorer," said 
Larson . •. She is expected to score 
points." The gradu ate of Viburnum 
(Mo.) High School is currently 
fourth in team scoring. averaging 
6_6 pOints per game. 
"1 would r ecommend junior: 
college first for anyo ne straight (/\i • 
of hi gh school ," Pierce said. 
"My junior college experience 
has made me mature - both on and 
off the court," Moreno said. 
Moreno. who ea rn ed a starting 
' guard spot on the 1985-86 River-
women squad, believes that it is im-
portant for her to be in control when 
beginning offe nsive plays 
Moreno and Pierce each have 
the ir seperate re asons for choosing 
to attend UMSL. 
" There were a couple of r eas ons 
why r chose UMSL, " Moreno sai.d . 
"One was becas ue I wanted to play 
ball wi th Alicia. Also, UMSL has a 
" Basically, I'm the quarterbaCk," 
she said. " I set up the offensive 
plays. I listen t o what the coach es 
are sayin g and r re lay it to the 
leam." 
good academic program ill 
Admini stration of Justice." ! 
" 1 want to go on to law school an d 
someday become a lawyer." said 
Moreno. who is an AOJ m ajo r . 
" Her be ing a point guard , she has 
to be a leader:' Larson sa id of 
Moreno. who leads th e tearn in 
assists wi th 89 and steals wit h 32 . 
" She has to have common sense in 
getting things in order - on and off 
t he court" . 
A graduate of Hill sboro (Mo.) 
High Schoo l. Moreno averaged 12 
pOints and four assists in her final 
junior co ll ege season. 
E<)ch feels there is a difference 
betlveen juni or college basketball 
and Missouri Intercollegiate 
Athletic Association play. 
" There wasn·t as much competi-
tion as there is playing here ." 
Mo ren o said . 
"1 knew they had a losing record," 
Pierce said. "Iwanted the cha llenge 
to see if 1 co uld help ." 
Pierce, who is majoring in physi-
cal education, is planning a career 
in coaching. . 
" I wa nt to coach." she' said. " But 
first, I want to go through physical 
therapy sc hool." 
Moreno and Pi erce both appear 
hap py with their cho ice of St. Louis 
and UMSL as the place where t hey 
continued their education. 
"We love this city· and the large 
campus atmosphere," Moreno said 
of the dual decis ion. 
team " he said. "It is an obstacle (for 
the visiting team) to overcome." 
Success has come to R ich Meck-
fessel through the purs uit of a game 
that he has always loved and by 
some sturdy basic principles. 
" If a person works hard and does 
well with what he has, he will suc-
ceed. ·' he said. ''I' ve never had any 
long range goals. I've just wanted to 
do the best I can and see what 
happens." 
Looking For A Job? 
A good resume is a good begmning. ....., offer anractiYe professional rssurnes, 
...,.,." pniJp8r8d /ly 001" BxperienctKJ perS<Y>nel ~ and oonsuilanls. 
• Resumes and Cover Letters • Interview Coaching 
• Copying and Mailing ServIce • Career Consulting 
EXPERIENCED - FAST - CONFIDENTiAl - EFFECTIVE 
~ Ganett Associates, Inc_ 
. ~ 
(314) 831-6464 ./~ 
WALL STREET JO UR NAL 
CARRIERS 
Permanent part-time posi ti on avai!ab le. Earl y morning 
hours, Monday thro ugh Fr iday. Must have reliable 
vehicle, minimunl liability in surance, and val id MO 
driver's license. Routes open in most areas of city 
and county. 
Please call 8 :00 a. nl. through 3 :00 p.rn 
Monday through Friday 
968-0413 
Equal Employment Employer M/F 
.---------- co U PO N - - - - - - - - - -_ 
.1 
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Ferguson : 
Beauty C?llege '- y 
116 S. FLorisasnt • Ferguson. 522-0798 
@REDKEN 
Scientl~C Educational S)'SJefT'IS 
Beauty through sael'lCe 
Family Hair Care at 
Reasonable Prices 
250/0 off 
Any service with this coupon 
All work performed by students. 
~--------------~-----------~ 
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This Valentine's Day, 
. go all out. 
Go ahead, show that special 
someone how much you 
care by sending the FTO® 
Hearts In' Flowers Dr Bouquet. 
beautiful arrangement 
in an impressive 
~'f1fm~';§;7n,pp1nc:'" caddy. It's 
so easy. Just call 
your FTD Florist 
Go ahead. Do 
something really 
exciting! 
VALENTINE'S WEEK IS FEBRUARY 9-15, 
® Registered trademark FTDA. • 
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